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DEAR READER
I have met up with a fair few readers over the past couple of months and reports
from the frontline are, on the whole, very positive. There’s no shortage of work
coming in but finding new staff to spread the workload and expand is an ongoing
problem, as is taking time out to train on the latest technology. Saying that, many
technicians and workshop owners from across the UK joined us for our Big Day
Out training event on Saturday 2nd September and all reported coming away with
useful nuggets of information and new techniques, even the trainers learnt a thing
or two – see the event report on page 8.
A hot topic of debate on the day was Hybrid and EV – what the uptake will be in
the short term and whether it’s worth training to service and repair these right
now. We look at whether the hype is justified – from page 13 and visit the latest
Euro Academy centre in Avonmouth that provides a full programme of courses
including hybrid training. Check out our training feature from page 40, which also
includes news of our latest Autotech test – an online ignition case study you can
take now and there's also a guide to testing pressure sensors.
We’ve been clocking up the miles recently, tagging along on a Pagid trip to
the Nürburgring and attending the launch of a virtual reality safety video and
workshop app with KYB at their Czech facilities, see page 58 and 24 for details.
We hope you enjoy the issue and apologies for using the ‘C’ word but a very merry
Christmas to you all – it will be here before you know it!
We’ll be back with you in January.
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IMI URGES GOVERNMENT
TO INVEST AS MUCH IN
EV SKILLS AS CHARGING
INFRASTRUCTURE
The latest data shows that electric and hybrid sales are
experiencing record growth while sales of diesels have
taken a dive. However, according to the Institute of the
Motor Industry (IMI) the EV revolution, and the £51bn
contribution it is expected to make to the UK economy, is
at risk if the government doesn’t look at the bigger picture.
There is still a serious lack of infrastructure to support
these vehicles and the IMI has found the UK has a 13:1
ratio of electric vehicles to charging points. It also found
that insurance costs can be 50% higher for electric and
hybrid vehicles compared to petrol or diesels; a direct
consequence of the fact only 1% of all technicians are
currently trained to work safely on the high-voltage
technology. The IMI believes the UK will be overtaken
by the rest of Europe if the government doesn’t take
immediate action.
Steve Nash, Chief Executive at the IMI, says: “With almost
all technicians currently trained to work on high-voltage
technology working exclusively for manufacturers’
franchised dealers, the UK will struggle to be a leading
player in new vehicle technology if government don’t
build on the basic foundations such as the infrastructure
and skills base to support motorists when they make
the switch.
“With a new emissions test being introduced this month,
government is clearly taking this matter seriously. A much
needed investment in the charging infrastructure would, of
course, set the UK apart from competitors across the globe.
But it is essential that this financial support is spread further

CAN YOU GET TO THE
BOTTOM OF OUR ONLINE
IGNITION CASE STUDY?

“Government is back in office and a new transport committee
is in place, so the IMI will continue its campaign for the
introduction of a licensing scheme for those working on
electric vehicles. We’ve asked the government to contribute
£30m to support the uptake of training to facilitate the
requirements, and the IMI has a new Electric & Hybrid Vehicle
qualification to support this.”

Autotechnician has teamed
up with trainer Andy Crook to
deliver online tests to assess
technicians’ knowledge, process
and diagnostic capabilities.
The first, available now at
www.autotechnician.co.uk/
registration, is a spark ignition
case study pitched at Level
3+. Andy says: “A spark ignition
vehicle has been presented
with a P0300 fault code stored,
it has been to another garage
who has suggested that the
coil, leads and plugs maybe the
cause. The customer is asking
you for a second opinion.”

NEWS
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to support the service and repair sector, and in particular the
independents, to gain the required knowledge.
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Further tests will be added in
2018, as part of Autotechnician’s
ongoing Autotech campaign,
providing independent
workshops with free online
assessments and supporting
training material.
Autotech 2018 will also involve
a competitive element next
year, and two training events
will take place in May and
October in the South East and
Midlands/North respectively.
Email Nicola@Autotechnician.
co.uk if you would like to be
among the first to hear event
announcements.

KEY CODE HACKS
Vehicle data experts hpi advises vehicle software is kept up to date with
manufacturer recalls to help prevent the rising trend of key code hacking
as reports show keyless entry has driven a rise in car theft.
According to research by RAC, car thefts in England and Wales have
increased from 65,783 in 2013 to 85,688 in 2017.

ASSOCIATION KEEPS UP THE
PRESSURE ON MOT 4-1-1 PROPOSAL

MERCEDESBENZ RECALLS
400,000 CARS
OVER AIRBAG
FAULT
Motorists are being advised to
contact roadside assistance if the
airbag warning light comes on
the A, B, C, and E-Class, and CLA,
GLA, and GLC, built between
November 2011 and July 2017.
“If the steering column module
clock spring is broken, the driver
airbag warning light will be
displayed in the instrument cluster,
as well as a red airbag warning
lamp,” a spokeswoman said.
“In rare circumstances, if the clock
spring is broken and the wiring
components are not sufficiently
earthed, this could lead to an
electrostatic discharge which
could inadvertently deploy the
driver’s airbag.”

The Garage Equipment Association is
maintaining pressure on government
officials as the decision to extend the
first MOT test to four years is still to be
announced.
A government consultation seeking views from both the trade and motorists
on extending the date of the first MOT from three to four years closed back in
April and the resulting decision was put on hold due to the General Election
and summer break. Indications from the Department for Transport allude
to a strong majority of respondents being against any change to the MOT
frequency.
Since the summer recess, the Garage Equipment Association (GEA) has
remained outspoken on the subject, advising ministers of the safety
implications if the proposed change was actioned. The GEA was quick to
oppose the 4-1-1 proposal, warning the change would increase road accidents,
pointing out that 17% of Class 4 and 36% of Class 7 vehicles fail their first MOT
at three years. The GEA also warned that the MOT is the first time a vehicle’s
mileage is documented, delaying this for a further year could potentially
increase the advantage gained by clocking a vehicle by 25%.
LONDON’S T-CHARGE NOW
IN FORCE
Drivers of older, higher polluting
vehicles must now pay a £10
T-Charge on top of the existing £11.50
congestion charge when entering
central London’s congestion charge
zone between 7am and 6pm, Monday
to Friday. A stricter Ultra-Low Emission
Zone is planned by 2020.

MOBILETRON WINNER
Congratulations to James
Beales of AB Vehicle Repairs in
Arundel who has been drawn
out of the hat to win an AC
Delco inspection camera,
courtesy of Mobiletron.
See page 30 for details on
our current Draper Tools
competition.
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IS YOUR MOT EQUIPMENT
ACCURATELY CALIBRATED?
DVSA rules state that MOT equipment must be regularly calibrated and
maintained.
Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who have their engineers
independently accredited by the Garage Equipment Association.

NEWS

www.gea.co.uk
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TIME TO BAN PART-WORN TYRES
THE NATIONAL TYRE DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
DELIVERS SHOCKING RESULTS OF MOTORIST
SURVEY AT INDUSTRY CONFERENCE
tyre dealers, to establish a ‘quality
mark’ highlighting to motorists the
risks associated without the mark
and the possibility of raising tread
depths in an industry-accredited part
worn market, with new quality marks
applied to tyres over, for instance,
3mm.
With my tyre pressure and tread
dutifully checked, we headed off
to the National Tyre Distributors
Association’s (NTDA) industry
conference in Milton Keynes to learn
of the challenges facing the tyre
industry. NTDA Chief Executive Stefan
Hay delivered his vision of seeing a
ban of part worn tyres at last year’s
event but this has not been realised.
90% of NTDA members support the
ban but cannot see how it can be
achieved, so plans in its Manifesto
For Change seek to address this and
other member concerns; including
working to promote and increase
tyre technician skills and making
the industry more attractive to new
talent.
Throughout 2018, the body will
encourage the take up of an
accreditation scheme for part worn

The NTDA conducted research
among 1,000 motorists, which found
65% admitting to buying part worn
tyres because they are the cheapest
option – although as many as 97%
of all part worn tyres are being sold
illegally.
While the Motor Vehicle Tyres (Safety)
Regulations 1994 govern the sale
of part worn tyres, the NTDA say
these are rarely being adhered to,
allowing unsafe and illegal tyres to
flood the UK’s part worn tyre market.
Inspections carried out over several
years into the sale of part worn
tyres show serious safety breaches,
including dangerous and unsafe
repairs, exposed cords, bead damage
and evidence of runflat damage.
The NTDA has been instrumental in

helping Trading Standards prosecute
traders who illegally sold defective
part worn tyres, but the Association’s
latest research shows economic
factors are pulling some motorists
towards what they think will be a
bargain.
Defective tyres are a major safety risk;
in 2015, illegal, defective or underinflated tyres were responsible for
more than 40% of all vehicle defectrelated deaths in the UK. Additionally,
having illegal, defective or underinflated tyres was also responsible
for 35% of all casualties on the roads
caused by vehicle defects.
The NTDA’s latest motorists’ survey
showed an alarming lack of concern
for tyre safety. Almost 60% of those
surveyed were not aware that the
minimum legal tread depth for a
tyre in the UK is 1.6mm and 85%
didn’t know the minimum tread
depth for part worn tyres is 2mm.
40% of drivers also divulged they
only check their tyres’ tread when
they see worn patches or when an
MOT is due. Worryingly, 38% say they
begrudge buying new tyres, will
put it off and try and get as much
wear out of them as possible before
getting them replaced. When they do
purchase a replacement tyre, more
than half admit cost is the prevailing
consideration.
Stefan Hay, Chief Executive at the
NTDA comments: “The current
regulations are not working and we
are seeing more and more illegal
tyres being fitted to cars as drivers are
swayed by cost alone. That is why we
are calling, in the absence of greater
enforcement of the regulations or
an effective form of industry selfregulation, for a complete ban on
part-worn tyres. Unless drastic action
is taken now we are going to see the
casualty and death toll rise as a result
of illegal and defective tyres.”

INDUSTRY EVENT
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NTDA WARNS MOTORISTS NOT TO
RISK LIFE FOR 'CHEAPEST OPTION'

More than 40% of vehicle
defect-related deaths in the
UK are caused by illegal,
defective or under-inflated
tyres”
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Big Day Out business:
Hybrid technology, scoping tricks
and CAN Bus diagnosis
Repair superstars converged at Emtec College in
Nottingham in September to align themselves as
frontrunners in the race to keep up with technology. The
team at Autotechnician are always keen to learn something
new and have as much fun as possible in the process
and we put this ethos into practise with like-minded
technicians, workshop owners and college lecturers at the
Big Day Out event.
The event continues to be held on a Saturday, to reduce
workshop downtime as much as possible, and the schedule
is centred around a handful of expert trainers who are
known for their unique and entertaining training style as
much as their wealth of knowledge. This year, we extended
the event by including a Frank Massey Oscilloscope Master
Class the day before, where independent technicians
benefitted from six hours working through practical
exercises, complemented by tailor-made instruction on
techniques and tools to find faults faster.

THE MAIN EVENT
Technicians and workshop owners travelled from across
the UK to gather in Nottingham for the Big Day Out, with
many choosing to stay the night before to catch up with
the Autotechnician team, trainers and fellow delegates.
The following morning, the event was kicked off by Jim
Gilmour of Our Virtual Academy with a presentation
on regenerative braking and hybrid technology. The
subject of hybrid repair was a hot topic of conversation
throughout the day and we caught up with our
contributor Matt of Cleevely Motors to take his new
Mitsubishi Outlander for a spin during the lunch break.
He is an enthusiastic advocate of hybrid and EV repair
and you can read more about his vision of the future
on page 17.

AUTOTECH 2017

A five-minute ad break from Claire of sponsor ACtronics
followed, to explain the benefits of the remanufacturing
service they provide, then Frank Massey of ADS
Automotive took to the workshop floor to explore the
topic of clean emissions versus power delivery with SI
engines. He managed to cram a lot into his 50-minute
presentation and would return at the end of the day
to cover his son David’s slot on how to generate more
business, as David’s wife had suddenly become unwell
so we told him to stay put in Preston!
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Steve Carolan of Dayco, which sponsors our online
assessment tool Autotech, hosted a five-minute ad
break before guests headed back to the boarding
room for refreshments before taking in a 45-minute
presentation from Steve Smith of Pico Technology,
Autotech 2017 sponsored by:

autotechnician.co.uk

covering CAN decoding and diagnosing, with the help of
Ben Martins, his glamourous assistant.
The presentation discussed CAN Network diagnosis and
capturing those momentary, illusive glitches that present
technicians with multiple fault codes. Steve explains: “The
conundrum surrounds triggering on an event that you
cannot identify. For example, when looking for a drop in
voltage from 12V, we know to set PicoScope to look for a fall
in voltage, anything below 12V in a falling direction. With
a high-speed CAN glitch, we have no idea what form the
signal will take when it fails/drops out. What we do know
however is how the signal should always look throughout
normal operation and so we create a Mask about this normal
signal, a kind of electronic trap.
“If the signal deviates high or low it will trigger the Mask, fall
into the trap, where PicoScope will record and capture the
event, whether the technician is present or not.”
The actual case study for this vehicle can be found here:
www.picoauto.com/library/case-studies/communicationsfault.
Steve also took a golden nugget of information away from
the day, courtesy of Jim’s explanation of regenerative
braking, saying: “Whilst I was aware of the technique, I
had not attributed the braking force generated to variable
current flow, depending on ‘Hybrid Control’ and driver
settings. We live and learn together every day for sure.”

THE ALL BLACKS PROVIDE REPAIR
INSPIRATION
Delegates were keen to discuss the morning’s briefings over
lunch, but the break flew by and it was time to take our seats
once again for Andy Crook of Got Boost’s talk on promoting
an accurate diagnosis with processes and procedures.
Andy Crook started his presentation with the question 'How
do you define performance?' He then gave a definition
from the All Blacks rugby team, Performance = Ability +
Behaviour, as defined in his holiday read: ‘Legacy: What the
All Blacks can tell us about the business of life,’ by James Kerr.
Andy used case studies to demonstrate how diagnostic
performance requires ability, in the form of equipment,
information and knowledge. He looked at wiring diagrams
and compared generic information with VIN specific
diagrams, highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of
both forms of data.

Andy discussed how a sound knowledge of how the
control unit handles the data it receives can form part of
the diagnostic process, using an example of a fault with a
passenger door lock. The Audi S3 was reporting a faulty
sensor or ‘input’ with which the ‘logic’ (control unit) wrongly
performed an incorrect actuation or ‘output’. Changing the

Behaviour, the other part of the performance equation,
was explained as a combination of process and procedure.
A suitable diagnostic process was examined and put
to the test with a Motorhome with an intermittent
speedometer fault.
The focus was on the diagnostic decision-making process,
how to collect evidence in the form of tests, using
equipment such as scan tools and oscilloscopes, which
then requires evaluation to prove if they are the cause,
effect or operating correctly. In other words, ability. In this
case, the ABS control unit was condemned after a barrage
of tests proved nothing was wrong – a logic error. “It is
often about proving what is working to prove what isn’t,”
concluded Andy.
When asked if Andy learnt anything from the day,
he replied: “You can never know enough, I always
take something away from these events. Steve Smith
demonstrated how to use masks within the PicoScope
software, a feature I have never used. In fact, the only
mask I have ever used is when I hand over the bill!”
It has become tradition to hold a prize raffle at the close
of the event, to give away some amazing prizes, and some
truly unique items, and this year’s haul was no different.
Sponsors ACtronics provided an iPad Mini, which went
to Mike Donovan, fellow sponsor Dayco offered up a
belt installation tool, won by Lester Dacunha, and a Pico
Technology two-channel starter kit was bagged by John
Heir, a lecturer at Gower College Swansea. Delegates also
took away £50 cash, a vintage vehicle calendar, paint by
numbers set, cuddly VW Beetle toy and garden ornament,
courtesy of Autotechnician!
Thank you to Jon and Tony at Emtec for being such
hospitable hosts, our sponsors ACtronics and Dayco
for supporting the training event, the speakers and all
those of you who came along and made it such a fun and
rewarding day.

MORE TO COME IN 2018

We will be holding two events in 2018, the first
taking place at a venue in the South East in May and
again further north in October. If you would like to
be among the first to know when tickets are on sale,
please email Nicola@Autotechnician.co.uk.

autotechnician.co.uk
autotechnician.co.uk
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“If you don’t know what results to
expect – that’s an experiment, not
a test” - Andy Crook

programming within the logic, sometimes called coding,
cured the fault without the need for expensive parts.
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A HELPING HAND FOR
MOT QUALITY CONTROL
STAYING ON TOP OF DVSA REQUIREMENTS CAN BE HARD. TECH-CLUB
FOUNDER PETER COOMBES HAS DEVELOPED A QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM,
MOT QC, THAT AIMS TO HELP VEHICLE TEST STATIONS KEEP QUALITY
CONTROL, UNDER CONTROL.
The Tech-Club MOT QC system enables
Vehicle Test Stations to easily perform
and record quality control processes
that are specifically designed to support
DVSA requirements.
The system provides a structured
process that’s simple to use. Results are
logged by clicking the ‘OK’ or ‘Not-OK’
tick boxes. Additional comments can be
added as required.
The series of checks embrace the
fundamental areas of vehicle MOT
testing and Nominated Tester QC

assessment, including calibration and
training requirements.
A blank form can also be printed to
enable the checks to be carried out
away from the computer; the results can
then be entered on the website, when
convenient.
The completed report is stored for
retrieval at any time by the VTS or by the
Nominated Tester. The report can also
be printed and signed if required. An
example of a completed report is shown
below.

TECH-CLUB MOT QC
FEATURES INCLUDE:
• NOMINATED TESTER QUALITY
CONTROL CHECKS:
o A guided process for performing
and recording quality control
checks for Nominated Testers
• CPD/TRAINING RECORDS:
o Nominated Testers can record
and view CPD/training details
• EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION
DETAILS AND REMINDERS:
o Record equipment calibration
details and receive email reminders
for calibration expiry dates
• IN-HOUSE INSPECTIONS
REPORTS:
o A guided process for producing
in-house quality control checks for
the MOT business and staff
• PERSONAL RECORDS FOR
NOMINATED TESTERS:
o Nominated Testers can view
their personal quality control
records (including quality control
assessments)
• SEPARATE LOGINS:
o Separate logins allow Vehicle Test
Stations and Nominated Testers
to maintain and view their own
business or personal Quality
Control records
• VIEW AND PRINT RECORDS AT
ANY TIME:
o Records can be viewed or printed
at any time along with the option
to print blank forms for performing
checks away from the computer.

AUTOTECH 2017

The Tech-Club MOT Quality Control
system is available direct from the
website motqc.co.uk
 enquiries@tech-club.co.uk
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BRANDS THAT WON’T
LET YOU DOWN.
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reliability, innovation and proven braking performance.
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CAN YOU AFFORD TO PUT OFF HYBRID
& EV SERVICING & REPAIR TRAINING?

AUTOTECHNICIAN’S NICOLA ST CLAIR TALKS TO MASTER
TECHNICIAN AND ADS TRAINER FRANK MASSEY, TOTAL
– THE WORLD'S 4TH RANKED INTERNATIONAL OIL AND
GAS COMPANY NOW BRANCHING INTO RENEWABLE
ENERGIES AND ELECTRIC POWER – AND WORKSHOP
OWNER MATT CLEEVELY, FOR THEIR TAKE ON THE
HYBRID AND EV HYPE

There’s no denying the fact that Hybrid
and Electric Vehicle sales are on the rise
and this momentum will continue, as
motorists choose the ‘greener’ option in
light of the VM emissions scandal and
the continuing demonisation of diesel
vehicles. The government faces legal
action over failing to meet safe targets
of air quality and has reacted with the
announcement that vehicles powered

by internal combustion engines will
not be able to be sold in the UK post
2040. With a recent study finding that
more than 8% of all deaths in Britain
are now directly linked to pollution,
I think we can all agree that cleaner,
more sustainable power is the ultimate
goal, but are we in a position to
accommodate a rapid uptake of hybrid
and electric vehicles?
“Independent garages are reluctant
to adapt” - TOTAL
“As UK customers plan to buy more
hybrid and pure electric vehicles over
the next five to ten years, the garage
trade is slow to change with the times.
These are the findings of research
by GiPA, the market leader in the
automotive aftermarket for intelligence
and driver behaviour.
“GiPA’s 2016 research provides very
interesting reading. While petrol and
diesel cars continue to dominate
the total UK car parc – 61% and 38%
respectively – it’s the remaining 1%
of alternatively powered vehicles that

could become the main focal point of
the industry over the next few years.
“The growth of hybrid and electric
vehicles over the past nine years is
clear for all to see. There were only
9,298 new car registrations for this
category in 2006, but by 2015 this had
grown to 72,594; a new record. More
significantly, GiPA found that one in six
drivers are likely to buy an electrified
car in the next five to ten years, a
dramatic increase than currently seen
on the roads. At the same time, 94%
of independent garages do not have
the ability to service electric or plug-in
hybrid vehicles.
“This has highlighted a massive
gap between buyer intentions and
independent garage abilities. Not only
that, independent garages stand to
lose out to main franchise dealers; 51%
of which already can service electrified
vehicles. The difference is staggering,
especially when you consider 88% of
independents aren’t even willing to
target such vehicles.

autotechnician.co.uk

INDUSTRY COMMENT

Figures published by the Society of
Motor Manufacturers and Traders
(SMMT) each month show that
electric car sales in the UK have risen
dramatically over the past few years.
Around 500 electric cars were registered
each month during the first half of
2014 and sales have now reached an
average of almost 4,000 per month.
Department for Transport figures show
the Mitsubishi's Outlander PHEV is the
most popular plug-in by some way and
has been for two years, with almost
29,500 units sold. More than 17,250
Nissan Leafs have now been sold in the
UK, with the Mercedes Benz C 350e in
third place, achieving almost 8,000 sales
in the space of two years.
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“Suggesting that many independent
garages could face challenges ahead
unless they adapt to change, the steps
required to remain successful need
to be taken now. A head start on the
forecasted shift in automotive tastes
could be essential and perhaps many
garages aren’t aware of the purchasing
intent from their customer base.

INDUSTRY COMMENT

“This is before we look at legislation
and car manufacturer announcements.
This year alone, we have seen Volvo
announcing the demise of purely
internal combustion engines from
its range by 2019, instead relying on
mild hybrids, plug-in hybrids and EVs
past the deadline. The UK government
announced a commitment to no new
traditionally powered vehicles on sale
after 2040. Both these announcements
hit mainstream media headlines, further
reinforcing in the wider public opinion
that some form of electrification may be
included in their next vehicle.
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is investing in new areas for the future,
based upon the market trends. The time
is right for the independent garage
industry to embrace the changing
makeup of car ownership.”

“Battery vehicles are a short-term folly” –
Frank Massey
“With regards to hybrid/battery vehicles,
I have many controversial views. Briefly,
I believe that battery-powered vehicles
are a short-term folly, due to the cost,
range, re-charge cycle times, global
lithium reserves, geo-political location
of lithium reserves, global shortage
of electricity generation and, perhaps
the biggest problem, government tax
revenue streams.

“Hybrid vehicles are a short-term
lifeboat, they suffer both problems of
“As an energy company, it is vital that
emissions and battery life. Our industry
TOTAL’s aftermarket customers are aware and the world in general needs to
of the massive industry shift that is set
concentrate on the solution not the
to happen. TOTAL QUARTZ lubricants
symptoms. I could go on, but reflect on
work hard to provide engine durability,
this… 100 years ago, the entire world
enhancements in performance and
was powered by coal and there were
improved economy, making them ideal virtually no private cars. Now we have
for use with hybrid vehicles. For full
no coal and the average vehicle speed
electric vehicles, TOTAL is the primary
in London is slower than 100 years ago.
partner with the DS Virgin Formula E
I also think the concept of computers
team, where we provide lubrication
controlling cars and HGVs is lunacy
greases for the electric motor and
– would you fly in an aircraft with no
vital battery coolants. This is an area
pilot?”
that TOTAL will learn from and look to
capitalise on in the future.”
MAJOR HURDLES NEED TO
“With the number of electrified vehicles
on UK roads only set to increase, TOTAL
autotechnician.co.uk

BE OVERCOME

Infrastructure, or a lack of, is a massive
problem. If we all rush out in the next

five years and buy a hybrid or EV, how
will the National Grid cope when we
all plug in after work? Research by
Transport for London suggests 20
more nuclear power stations would be
needed if the electric car replaced the
petrol engine. Not a ‘green’ solution, by
any stretch of the imagination!
Overcoming challenges with the
battery, such as holding charge,
efficiency and the availability of rare
minerals such as Lithium and Cobalt,
is also a significant factor in the mass
production of hybrids and EVs.
Dyson announced its intention to
develop an electric car by 2020 and is
currently developing two solid-state
batteries, which don’t contain liquids
like the lithium-ion batteries used
in smartphones and electric cars. In
theory, these batteries are safer, can be
recharged more quickly and can hold a
charge for longer. Toyota hopes to also
have cars with solid-state batteries on
sale by then.
Vehicle manufacturers are racing to
develop the best batteries for the job
but also fighting to secure enough of
the key minerals used to manufacture
these power packs. There are also
ethical considerations involved – many
of the richest resources are in the
world’s poorest countries. The huge
demand for cheap cobalt is currently
met by miners, including children,
who labour in harsh and dangerous
conditions. An estimated 100,000 cobalt
miners in Congo use hand tools to dig
hundreds of feet underground with
little safety practice in effect.

DAS ORIGINAL
for Audi, Bentley, BMW, GM, Mercedes-Benz, Porsche, Volvo, VW and many more

Contact customer service on 01295 662324
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bearings for passenger cars.
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Education is needed all round” –
Matt Cleevely
Following the government
announcement to ban the sale of
vehicles powered solely by the Internal
Combustion Engine in 2040, whether we
like it or not, hybrid and EV technology
is heading into workshops and it is
workshop/Outlander/Leaf owner Matt
Cleevely’s belief that the ICE will be dead
before the 2040 deadline.
“Please don’t get me wrong, I’m no
Eco, tree-hugging hippie who wants
the death of cars as we know them!
I have been riding/driving, crashing
and repairing all sorts of vehicles since
I was old enough to, but I do enjoy
the exhilarating feeling of incredible
acceleration. I have built and raced an
Autograss Class 8 car (pictured below),
for the last nine years. This rear-wheel
drive beast has a Suzuki Hayabusa
superbike engine close behind the
driver powering the rear wheels, so can
accelerate, with the odd wheelie, from
0-60 mph in just three seconds. The thrill
of power and speed is one factor of why
we love cars, but this thrill can be found
from electric cars too.

comfortable and more enjoyable.
“For the adoption of any future
technology to be a success, reeducation of people's attitudes will,
I know, become an important and
necessary part of my working day.

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES
“Whilst I had the Tesla, I wanted to
experience another bit of future
technology, Autonomous driving. It
has featured in the news for a while
now and I’m sure some of you have
already invested in ADAS (Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems) recalibration
equipment. Manufacturers have spoken
about releasing autonomous vehicles
as early as 2020, but the Tesla I drove
had the capability for an autonomous
version of cruise control. Using a series
of sensors on the corners of the car,
with a radar and camera on the front,
the Tesla could keep within a motorway
lane by itself. It maintained speed, as we
are used to, but additionally kept a safe
distance from the car in front, braking
when required and steering itself
when the road turned, making sure
it kept within the road markings. It is
fantastic technology, driven by people’s
requirements from their cars, and that
is what is driving the motor industry
today. Customer requirements to have
the most up-to-date, futuristic tech,
that will make their tasks easier, more

"Discussing with my customers the
requirements of their vehicles, why the
fault occurred and how to avoid it, has
already been taking valuable workshop
time. How many of you take the time
to educate your diesel vehicle driving
customers about how to avoid clogging
their DPF? Or even, years ago, avoid
flooding the engine when operating
the choke? It is a natural progression of
technology, which affects our job, and
the inclusion of electric motors as drive
for our vehicles is one part of that. It is
my opinion that as people come to see
electrification of vehicles as a useable
option, they will turn to their ‘car gurus’,
us, to seek advice, so why not have as
much experience as possible? There will
be additional business opportunities
too. Why not install a fast-charge port
on your premises? Charge for the
electric use and possibly capture a new
customer for future MOT test or tyre
replacements?
“There will be opportunities within our
trade, as there always has been, to add
another level of skill and services to our
businesses with electrification. We will
embrace it and develop our businesses
to cope with it, and that’s what I love
about working in the aftermarket.
The internal combustion engine
hasn’t left us yet, and won’t for some
time, but the writing is on the wall
and with it comes the opportunity
for your business to flourish with the
next chapter in the story of the motor
vehicle.”
autotechnician.co.uk

INDUSTRY COMMENT

“So that I could learn and experience
more about EVs, I hired a Tesla Model S
for a long weekend. Although expensive
to buy (around £80k) these American
cars are pushing the boundaries of pure
EV driving. With a mileage range of up
to 315 miles, they are suited to realworld usage. What I wasn’t prepared for
though, was the supercar performance!
The 0-60 mph time of 4.8 seconds really
surprised me and this wasn’t the fastest
model. The P100D Model S is 4-wheel

drive, with a motor powering the front
axle and a separate one powering
the rear axle, powered by a 100Kw
battery and a performance (ludicrous)
button giving it a 0-60 mph time of 2.8
seconds!
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STEERING & SUSPENSION:
SUPPLIER NEWS AND PRACTICAL TIPS
COMMON SYMPTOMS
AND POSSIBLE CAUSES OF
HANDLING ISSUES
If a customer reports that their car
doesn't seem to handle correctly, they
may have a steering or suspension issue
but the key word here is ‘may’. Before
you start replacing parts, you should
check both the steering system, as well
as all other associated components. The
issue could be caused by something as
simple as low tyre pressure, or even a
loose nut, and can be easily fixed. Here,
Delphi provides a list of the common
symptoms and possible causes to help
you narrow your diagnosis and repair
options.

SYMPTOM: Pulling to one side
while driving.
• Low or uneven tyre pressure >
check tyre inflation
• Uneven tyre wear > check front
tyres for even wear and replace
both front tyres. Check wheel
alignment also.
• Poor wheel alignment > check and
adjust wheel alignment
• Steering components worn >
inspect tie rods and steering rack
• One brake is dragging/not releasing
> inspect key braking components
i.e. pads, calipers and repair/replace
where required

STEERING & SUSPENSION

• Loose steering linkage > tighten all
components and replace if required.
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SYMPTOM: Flip-flop wheel shimmy.
Steering wheel seems to wander and
wiggle rapidly back and forth.
• Low or uneven tyre pressure >
check tyre inflation
• One or more wheels out of balance
> balance wheels.
• Uneven or excessive tyre wear >
inspect tyres, replace in pairs and
check wheel alignment
• Worn steering components >
inspect tie rods and steering rack for
excessive play and repair if needed.

autotechnician.co.uk

SYMPTOM: Loose or sloppy steering.
Steering has excessive play and
wanders from side to side.
• Worn strut bearings > inspect strut
bearings for play and replace in
pairs
• Worn or broken tie rods or steering
rack > inspect steering components
and replace as necessary
• Worn ball joints > inspect ball joints
and replace if needed
• Broken steering rack mounts >
inspect steering rack mounts and
repair or replace (some cars can be
fixed, others require replacement of
the entire steering rack)
• Loose steering components
> tighten all components to
recommended torque.
SYMPTOM: Hard steering. The
steering wheel becomes harder to
turn, especially at slower speeds.
• Low tyre pressure > check tyre
inflation
• Poor wheel alignment > check and
adjust wheel alignment
• Power steering fluid low > check
power steering fluid and add if
needed. Inspect power steering
lines for any leaks and repair if
required.

• Contaminated power steering fluid
> flush and refill the system with
fresh fluid
• Worn or damaged power steering
belt > inspect power steering belt
and replace where necessary
• Faulty power steering box, rack or
pump > inspect and adjust/replace
relevant components
• Worn or damaged steering gear >
lubricate and repair if needed.
SYMPTOM: Vehicle wanders. The
direction of the car needs to be
constantly adjusted.
• Poor wheel alignment > check and
adjust wheel alignment
• Severely worn or out of spec front
wheel bearings > replace or adjust
bearing
• Worn ball joints > inspect ball joints
for play and replace if needed
• Loose steering components
> tighten all components to
recommended torque
• Vehicle is overloaded or weight
distributed unevenly > adjust load
accordingly
• Damaged steering component >
replace as appropriate.
CONTINUED OVERLEAF...

When it comes to safety critical
parts you can never be too sure.
That’s why we test all our steering
parts. And then we test again. And
again. You get the gist. In fact we
test every part to temperatures
up to 120°C, and as low as -40°C,
ensuring they perform just like
the OE, no matter what the
conditions. For tried and trusted
steering parts, turn to Delphi.

delphiautoparts.com

There are 23,000 solid reasons
why drivers love MEYLE.

Whether chassis and steering, rubber-to-metal parts, brakes, damping or
cooling, filters, drive components or electronics and sensors: MEYLE is your
one-stop supplier of high-performance passenger car, van and truck spare parts.
Join the worldwide community of professionals and drivers who rely on a full
range of 23,000 quality-tested spare parts to keep their cars running safely.
Further information at www.meyle.com

MEYLE UK Ltd.
47 Dolphin Road, Shoreham-by-Sea, West Sussex, BN43 6PB, UK
Phone: 01273 463686, contact@meyle.co.uk, www.meyle.co.uk

SYMPTOM: Clunking over bumps or
turning. Feeling clunks and knocks
through the steering wheel when you
go over bumps or cracks in the road.
• Worn ball joints > inspect ball joints
for play and replace if needed
• Worn or damaged steering gear >
check steering gear, lubricate and
replace where necessary
• Loose steering components > tighten
all components to recommended
torque
• Something rubbing against or
knocking steering column > review
and adjust accordingly
• Tyres rubbing against or knocking
something > review and adjust
accordingly
• Broken suspension spring > replace
spring.
SYMPTOM: Noises from the power
steering unit. Whining or moaning
sound when steering wheel is turned all
the way in one direction.
• Power steering fluid low > check
power steering fluid and add if
needed. Inspect power steering lines
for any leaks and repair if required.

HOW TO IDENTIFY
DEFECTIVE SHOCKS
Manufacturers recommend shock absorbers are checked every 50,000 miles
as defective shocks increase the stopping distance and reduce overall vehicle
stability. If symptoms occur, immediate shock absorber replacement is vital.
In their latest video posted on the ‘MEYLE TV’ YouTube channel, the MEYLE
Mechanics explain how technicians can easily make shock absorber testing a
routine job during vehicle inspection.
Potholes, heavy loads and towing are some of the offenders putting shock
absorbers under strain, combine this with environmental factors such as dirt,
humidity or road salt and shock absorber life can be dramatically reduced. As
shock absorber performance deteriorates, the tyres lose road grip, reducing
vehicle stability and increasing stopping distance. Poor road grip also affects
the tyres' lateral guiding capabilities when cornering, and safety systems,
including ABS, ESP and TCS, may not work properly.
In their latest video, the MEYLE Mechanics present different methods of
diagnosing shock absorber damage. In some cases, visual inspection of the
tyres may reveal areas of local wear – a typical symptom of shock absorber
damage and a test drive can reveal the tell-tale signs of feeling unresponsive,
especially when cornering, needing steering corrections to stay straight or
loud clunking noises.

• Air trapped in power steering fluid >
flush and bleed the power steering
system of air

MEYLE has a comprehensive range of 650 shock absorbers designed to offer
advanced wear resistance. An electro-mechanical coating process protects
the piston rod against abrasives and heavy loads.

• Damaged or loose power steering
drive belt > adjust or replace as
necessary

MEYLE's in-house engineers recommend that shock absorbers are replaced
in pairs to ensure there is as little difference in the damping performance as
possible between the left and right-hand shock absorbers. Otherwise, the
vehicle's road-holding behaviour is poor or even dangerous.

• Damaged or loose mount for power
steering pump > adjust or replace as
necessary.
SYMPTOM: Excessive vibration through
the steering wheel.

To watch the latest MEYLE Mechanics video on shock absorber function
testing, use this link: https://youtu.be/kD-du6S5TZY.

• Warped or damaged discs or drums >
service and/or replace discs or drums

STEERING & SUSPENSION

• Worn ball joints > inspect ball joints
for play and replace if needed
• One or more wheels out of balance >
balance wheels
• Severely worn or damaged tyres >
inspect tyres and replace in pairs
• Damaged wheels > inspect wheels
and replace as needed
• Loose steering components and/or
wheel nuts > tighten all components
to recommended torque.
02038 161 400

autotechnician.co.uk
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ADVICE TO PROMOTE
SUCCESSFUL
SUSPENSION REPAIRS
Multi-link suspensions have largely replaced conventional
wishbone suspensions, increasing driving dynamics and
comfort. The modern design, explains TRW, features one or
both wishbones broken down into multiple components, so
that significantly more moving parts are installed.
The distance between
wheel centre and
steering axle – the
so-called disturbing
force lever arm – is
relatively short. This
allows disturbing forces
(propulsive, braking and lateral guiding forces) to be kept
away from the steering as much as possible. However, the
joints move closer to the brake, which automatically exposes
them to higher temperatures, resulting in significantly higher
demands on the installed rubber sleeves and plastic bearing
shells, as well as for the grease used.
More moving parts also means more joints connecting
the parts, this results in a higher sum of 'moments', which
are divided into breakaway torque and running torque.
Breakaway torque results from the force required for setting
the ball pin into motion from its resting position. The running
moment results from the force required for rotating the ball
pin or moving it back and forth in the joint.
Development engineers try to keep these moments as small
as possible as this ensures, for example, that after cornering
the front axle returns to the centre position independently
and smoothly and that the suspension responds more
sensitively. Today, so-called low-friction ball joints are used
that have a substantially lower friction moment than previous
types.

STEERING & SUSPENSION

While a smoothly moving ball pin used to indicate increased
wear of the ball joint, this is no longer the case. Modern ball
joints have distinctly lower breakaway torques and running
torques.
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DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF A
MULTI-LINK SUSPENSION
The product specifications defined for a multi-link suspension
are determined during extensive test procedures on a test
bench as well as in the vehicle. The associated moments
(running torque and breakaway torque) as well as the
damping properties of a joint always have to be considered
within the overall system.
The influencing factors for steering systems, suspension,
springs, brakes and tyres are extremely important for the
functioning of the overall vehicle and for vehicle safety.
Altering individual components and specifications is only
permitted with consideration of the overall concept and
always requires approval from the vehicle manufacturer.
autotechnician.co.uk

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Mechanics should observe several points when replacing
individual components.
When replacing a ball joint, the eye and the rubber contact
surface in which the joint is installed have to be cleaned and
any rust removed. The contact surface must be free from rust
or the rubber sleeve will rub against the rough surface and
leak. Dirt and moisture can enter the joint, which leads to
premature joint failure.
During installation, it has to be ensured that the corrosion
protection layer of the circlips is not damaged, as rust causes
them to lose their spring force, allowing moisture ingress into
the joint, significantly affecting service life.
Never tighten the ball joint with an impact wrench. There is
a risk the ball pin could start to rotate so fast that the plastic
bearing shell becomes deformed by the frictional heat,
leading to play in the system. Furthermore, the tightening
torque can be exceeded, causing the ball pin to move too
high into the eye of the stub axle. This means the rubber
sleeve can no longer fulfil its sealing function, allowing dirt
and moisture to enter into the ball joint.
The rubber bearing on a control arm may only be tightened
when compressed and without load to avoid twisting and
therefore applying pre-tension to the bearing.
The installation errors described here can lead to premature
wear or even failure of the replaced part. Garages should
always carry out a wheel alignment after replacing
suspension parts, even if only axle components were
released. If these simple rules are followed, all suspension
repair work can be carried out successfully.

Technical Help from Tech Corner
Testing and replacement procedures for Steering Racks

•

Before fitting a new rack, always completely remove all the old power steering fluid
and completely flush the system. One of the biggest causes of premature failure of
steering racks is contaminated fluid!

•

Once the new rack is fitted, in accordance with the vehicle manufacturers
instruction, fill the system with new fluid to the correct specification. Never re-use
old fluid, it may be contaminated with debris.

•

Proceed to bleed the system. Make sure the front wheels are raised from the floor,
and run the engine to make sure the power steering system has reached normal
operating temperature. At idle speed turn the steering left to right 10-15 times
without reaching the end limits.

•

Top up fluid to “MAX” mark, check and
adjust if necessary the wheel alignment
and finally road test.

•

For further information see Service
Information sheet XZS144A,
available on Tech Corner.

Expert advice from the TRUE ORIGINAL
Equipment Supplier
Visit TRW’s Tech Corner for more free tech tips,
how to guides and videos:
www.trwaftermarket.com/en/register-with-tech-corner
autotechnician.co.uk
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KYB INTRODUCES VIRTUAL REALITY SAFETY VIDEO
AND FREE MOBILE APP TO HELP WORKSHOPS JUSTIFY
SUSPENSION REPLACEMENT
KYB Corporation is Japan’s leading
manufacturer of hydraulic products
and produces around 57 million
shock absorbers each year for OE
and aftermarket customers around
the world. Its technology can also be
found in aircrafts, and marine vehicles
and it has developed dampers, used
in Japan’s skyscrapers to keep them
standing when earthquakes strike.
Autotechnician, alongside other
journalists from across Europe,
gathered at its newly expanded shock
absorber plant just outside Prague
in the Czech Republic to witness
its manufacturing expertise and to
preview two workshop initiatives that
should help justify suspension work to
customers.

STEERING & SUSPENSION

We are shown around its shock
absorber and coil spring plants
and its clear to see absolute
precision is demanded from
staff, tooling and processes,
with Original Equipment
and aftermarket products
being produced on the same
manufacturing lines.
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Over the past year, KYB has
conducted extensive research
among its European workshop
customers and within focus
groups around the UK so
the company could better
understand the needs of the end
user. Technicians and workshop
owners were asked by an
independent adjudicator for their
opinions on the aftermarket in
general, steering and suspension
work and suggestions for what
could make their lives easier. One
comment was mentioned time
and time again, workshops felt
they needed help to explain the
risks of driving with defective
shock absorbers as the gradual
decline process makes it a hard
sale to customers. KYB has
developed two new tools to
educate customers and justify
suspension work…
autotechnician.co.uk

KYB LAUNCHES FREE MOBILE APP
The KYB Suspension Solutions App will help workshops explain to customers
why their shock absorbers need replacing and can be easily customised by each
garage using it. It is available to download for free from the App store and
Google Play.
The text message received by the
customer explains what issues have
been identified with their vehicle’s
suspension and which components
need to be replaced. It also links to video
clips which explain the dangers and risks
associated with worn shock absorbers,
coil springs, mounting and protection
components. The app can also be used
to show the completed repair, with
a before and after photo of the work
carried out.
The App was developed to explain the
safety critical role which shock absorbers,
coil springs, mounting and protection
components play on a vehicle.
Marketing Manager, Jordan Day,
explains: “Feedback on the demo
version was extremely positive and I
am confident that this new mobile App
will support our garage customers,
helping them raise their profile with their
customers and increase their sales”.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
USING KYB'S VIRTUAL REALITY
SAFETY VIDEO
If motorists could go on a test track and experience the
difference in handling with new and defective shocks, there’d
be no problem selling suspension work – KYB has entered
the world of virtual reality to provide the next best way to
demonstrate the dangers of worn shock absorbers.
Viewers can use special VR glasses to watch the 360⁰ safety
video where they will experience a product test of old versus
new shock absorbers. The video uses the new virtual reality
mode feature offered by YouTube and allows the viewer
to turn their head in any direction as if they were in the car
with the driver. *We’ll be giving away free headsets in
the coming weeks via our Facebook page so you can
experience this for yourself.
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The video shows two identical vehicles doing a slalom test to
evaluate the steering and control of the vehicle at 50kph and
an emergency braking test at 70kph. One vehicle has covered
80,000km and has worn shock absorbers, the other has new
KYB shock absorbers.
K

It is easy for the viewer to see the differences in performance,
with the driver’s body angle and steering control significantly
improved on the vehicle with new shock absorbers. On the
braking test, the stopping distance with new shock absorbers
is improved by almost a full vehicle length. This is more than
half the width of a typical pedestrian crossing, so could mean
the difference between stopping safely or hitting a hazard. At
various points, the video is paused, and measurements drawn
to clearly show the difference new shock absorbers have.
Marketing Manager, Jordan Day, comments: “I was the driver
of the vehicles used in this test, and I was surprised just how
dramatic the improvement in handling and control was with
the new shock absorbers. I urge technicians to recognise
when shock absorbers need to be replaced and to use this
video to help their customers understand the dangers of
worn shock absorbers”.
KYB will be giving garages cardboard VR glasses in order to
share the 360⁰ viewing experience with their customers.
vr.kyb-europe.com

Getac Recommends Windows 10

A140

14” Fully Rugged Tablet
for Vehicle Diagnostics
• Windows 10 Professional Operating System
• Sunlight readable & glove touch enabled display
• Resistant to drops, knocks & vibration to military
standards to survive the workshop enviroment
• Dual hot-swappable battery for all day operation
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• Ingress protection rated (IP65) for easy cleaning
at the end of the day
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GETAC LAUNCHES
LARGEST FULLY RUGGED
TABLET DESIGNED
SPECIFICALLY FOR
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

ADVERTORIAL

The automotive industry demands high end,
powerful technology to support almost every step
of the chain from development and manufacture
through to production, testing and diagnosis.
Now, more than ever, organisations are concerned
with giving their workforce rapid, secure access to
critical information, while working in a diverse range
of challenging environments. The aim: to create
efficiencies and improve performance.
An example of where technology is driving efficiencies
is within dealerships where customised rugged mobile
devices provide the ability to achieve very sophisticated
diagnostics, or quickly access and input detailed
information about electrical functioning of specific
components and systems within a vehicle. Engineers
should require just one piece of equipment to give them
the necessary information to determine causes of faults.
To help meet the varying and specific needs of dealer
and independent technicians alike, Getac recently
launched its 14-inch A140 rugged tablet. The device was
designed and tested together with a leading automotive
manufacturer, including 400 engineers, to ensure it could
optimise the computing capabilities of workers who rely
on technology every day.
With increased vehicle functionality comes increased
complexity. Technicians need fast performance, the
ability to quickly see more data displayed at one time,
such as vehicle schematics, so the A140 includes
one of the largest touchscreens available. The large
sunlight-readable HD display also incorporates Getac’s
revolutionary LumiBond® 2.0 touch screen technology,
offering increased durability and readability in various
light conditions and operates seamlessly with touch, rain,
gloves or other protective wear.

Durability is synonymous with the Getac brand and the
A140 fully rugged tablet continues the tradition. The
tablet is MIL-STD810G and IP65-certified to survive drops
up to four feet and survive vibrations, shock and extreme
temperatures from -21°C to 60°C (operating temperature)
and -40°C to 71°C (storage temperature). The hardware
is also robust enough to withstand exposure to dust,
water and potentially corrosive liquids such as petrol
and hydraulic fluid. It is backed by Getac’s industry-best,
three-year bumper-to-bumper warranty that includes
accidental damage and environmental exposure.
Taking full advantage of Intel’s 6th Generation Skylake
Core i5 and i7 processors, the A140 delivers the highest
performance in its class. Combined with Intel 802.11ac
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 4.2 technology. The A140 comes
with a range of options, including a full HD webcam for
crystal-clear video conferencing, an 8MP rear camera
with LED flash for crisp images and video, and 4G LTE
wireless for fast and reliable connectivity. A slim-profile
vehicle dock maximises cab space and allows tri-passthrough antenna ports to simultaneously connect
to high-gain WWAN, WLAN and roof-mounted GPS
antennas.
For more information about the new Getac A140 fully
rugged tablet, visit en.getac.com, call 01952 207 221 or
email, Sales-Getac-UK@getac.com.

ADVERTORIAL

The A140 offers the most robust suite of security features
of any fully rugged tablet. It includes software that
monitors and protects the system at start-up by ensuring
the device is tamper-free before releasing control to the
operating system. Optional Absolute DDS allows the user
to remotely disable the system if it is ever lost or stolen.
Multifactor authentication options, including fingerprint,
RFID or SmartCard readers, allow users to take full
advantage of Microsoft Windows 10 identity and access
control features, including Windows Hello, Microsoft
Passport and Credential Guard.

effective way to grab-and-go when time is critical. It
includes dual hot-swappable batteries for continuous
use, so the device can last for a full shift, or longer.

Many technicians are constantly on the move, so the
A140’s optional multifunction hard handle serves as
a support stand and cradle when stationary, and an
autotechnician.co.uk
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HAND & AIR TOOLS: SUPPLIER NEWS AND
PRACTICAL TIPS

NEW MINI EXHIBITION ON WHEELS
Autotechnician spoke to Steve Prince of Pichler Tools to
find out how workshops could benefit from a visit from
the Pichler van.
The van is essentially a mobile exhibition stand that
allows workshops that do not attend trade shows to see
the range that Pichler has to offer. Garages can see live
demonstrations on tools they are looking to purchase
and gain on-site training on how that tool should be
used to ensure they are getting the most out of their new
investment.
The van seats six to eight people comfortably so training
can be delivered to a group of technicians on-site. Two
popular training sessions are changing generation 2 wheel
bearings, also glow plug and injector removal. Steve
pointed out there are a number of tools that workshops
do not seem to know about that can save them significant
time and money, making specific jobs much easier to
perform correctly.
If you fancy a visit from the Pichler team, call
01335 360 759 or email office@pichler-tools.com.

Taking care of alloy wheels means using proper alloy
wheel nut sockets when removing or tightening the
wheel nuts, but sometimes clearance can be a bit
tight and you don’t want to scrape the edge of the
wing with the torque wrench.
These extra-long, alloy wheel nut sockets from Laser
Tools, pictured below, solve this problem. Their
150-millimetre length keeps the torque wrench
safely out of the way of the bodywork and their thinwalled design and protective nylon sleeve looks after
both the alloy wheel and the wheel nut.
The set of three includes 17, 19 and 21 millimetre
sockets, presented in a sturdy blow mould case
to keep them clean and secure. Also available
separately are 130mm versions: 17mm, 19mm and
21mm.
Laser also has a set of long reach pliers available from
stockists now. Their slim design and 400mm (16 inch)
length makes them ideal for reaching into the depths
of the engine bay, or anywhere access is difficult. The
narrow jaw profile provides a
positive, non-slip grip.
Three sets of pliers are
included, with a choice
of jaw angle: straight, 90⁰
and 45⁰, and the handles
are plastic dipped for
comfort and grip.

HAND & AIR TOOLS
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LONG REACH SOCKETS
AND PLIERS

autotechnician.co.uk

MASTER MECHANIC PUTS TWO IMPACT
WRENCHES TO THE TEST

5W SLIMLINE COB LED
RECHARGEABLE
INSPECTION LAMPS

STOCK No.65395 (blue), 65410 (green), 65413 (orange)

Master Technician Frank Holby of Westdrive Braintree,
the largest Kia dealership in the UK, took two Chicago
Pneumatic tools, ½” impact wrenches and used them on a
number of applications to see how they performed.
Frank says he was impressed with the CP7748 Composite
Impact Wrench as he found it to be lot lighter in weight
compared to many ½” wrenches he has used for jobs such
as wheel nut removal. Its single hand use proved beneficial
when working on the hub nut of the Kia Sportage.
He used the CP7732
Stubby ½” Impact on
the bell housing nuts
on a Kia Picanto and
again on a Kia cee’d
clutch and brake
calipers. Frank said the
power and size of this
tool was particularly
useful when removing
and replacing the front
coil springs of a Kia
Sportage as this must
be done ‘in situ’.
CP7748 1/2" composite impact wrench
FEATURES:
• One handed forward/reverse
• Full power in reverse: 922 ft. lb – 1,250 Nm maximum
real torque in reverse
• Aluminium clutch & back housing
• Full teasing trigger
• Curved to be more ergonomic, smaller diameter to fit
better in hand and to be well balanced
• Resistant to most chemicals used in workshops
• Twin hammer mechanism
• 360° swivel air inlet

ADDITIONAL SMD LED ON THE FACE PLATE TRANSFORMS
THE LAMP INTO TORCH
3 CYCLE SWITCH ALLOWS HALF/FULL/TORCH FEATURES
RECHARGEABLE LI-ION BATTERY PROVIDES A 450 LUMENS
INSPECTION LIGHT AND 250 LUMENS TORCH
FITTED WITH INTEGRATED MAGNET AND PIVOTING HEAD,
ALLOWING THE LIGHT TO BE USED IN ANY 360º POSITION
SUPPLIED WITH MICRO USB TO STANDARD USB CABLE AND
3 PIN APPROVED USB CHARGER

Strength in Quality
autotechnician.co.uk
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THREE GREAT PRIZES UP FOR GRABS IN
DRAPER COMPETITION!
Three Autotechnician readers will receive a
fabulous gift from Draper Tools this Christmas.
To be in with a chance of winning a prize, email
admin@autotechnician.co.uk your contact
details. Three random entries will be drawn on
Friday 22nd December, so get your entry in now!
FIRST PRIZE is a 150-piece 1/4", 3/8" and 1/2" Sq. Dr. Combined MM/AF Tool Kit,
which has a list price of £214.82 ex VAT. This comprises six point sockets made
from chrome vanadium steel that’s hardened and tempered with a micro satin
finish. Each socket has a knurled ring for extra grip. Supplied with a 72-tooth
reversible soft grip ratchet and accessories, 10 combination spanners and TXSTAR® insert bits. Packed in a tough plastic storage case with soft grip handle.
SECOND PRIZE is a 71-piece 'Go Through' Combined MM/AF Socket Set, worth
£89.68 ex VAT. The Expert Quality socket set contains Draper Expert ‘Go Through’ and conventional sockets. The unique
hollow socket technology of the Draper Expert ‘Go Through’ ratchet and sockets is ideal for long fixings. The sockets are
edge driven, this allows a fixing to pass through the head and avoid the depth restriction of conventional sockets and
ratchets. Packed in tough plastic storage case with soft grip handle.
THIRD PRIZE is a 40-piece 3/8" Sq. Dr. Combined MM/AF Socket Set in a metal case, with a list price of £72.42 ex
VAT. Six point sockets made from chrome vanadium steel are supplied with a 72-tooth reversible soft grip ratchet and
accessories. Each socket has a knurled ring for extra grip. Packed in a steel carrying case with EVA foam insert.
Email admin@autotechnician.co.uk your contact details before Friday 22nd December to be in with a chance to win!

Chicago Pneumatic

For all your Tools & Workshop Equipment Needs

CP7749

1/2” Impact Wrench

Versatile Bottle Jacks
f
f
f
f
f
f

High capacity & durability
100% sealed & robust
High standing & stability
Improved safety
Easy to disassemble & store
Easy to use

HIGH DURABILITY

Chromed plate steel
piston made of one piece

EASY HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT

Threaded extension
within piston

EASY TO USE
SAFETY & STABILITY
Safety valve against
overloading

Handle supplied with a
small hook to get from
under the vehicle

Large base plate

POWERFUL:
1,300 Nm (REV)
LIGHTWEIGHT:
Only 1.8 kgs
DURABLE:
Twin hammer clutch

People.
Passion.
Performance.

SCAN HERE TO WATCH
THE TOOL IN ACTION

Please contact us for your nearest retailer or for further information:
Tel: +44 1442 838999 - Email: cp.marketing@cp.com
Follow us on Facebook @CP.Tools.UK

Linkedin @Chicago-Pneumatic

www.cp.co.uk

WHEEL ALIGNMENT: SUPPLIER NEWS AND PRACTICAL TIPS
HUNTER FAMILY OF EQUIPMENT
CATERS FOR RANGE OF NEEDS AND
BUDGETS
Whatever your alignment requirements, skill levels and budgets are,
Pro-Align says it has a professional Hunter four wheel alignment system
suited to your needs.
The most popular and advanced system in the range is the Hunter
HawkEye Elite TD. It uses a four camera system and has ultra-light, rapid
fit adaptors and is capable of taking a full 14-point wheel alignment
check in just 90 seconds, making it ideal for high volume operations.
The Hunter HawkEye Premium system delivers the same levels of
accuracy to the Elite TD, but instead features Hunter’s HD targets.
Its competitive price makes it comparable to other top of the range
aligners.
The next sibling in the Hunter family is the two camera, Linux based
imaging system, the PA200 Plus. Ideal for workshops making their
first venture beyond hang-on-gauges or wheel sensor based wheel
alignment, or for those working to a tight budget.
For workshops where space and budget are restricted, the PA200 Lite
is the ideal choice. This uses high speed wireless sensors, giving similar
measurement accuracy to that of Hunter’s imaging systems.
01327 323 007

Proalign Wall Autotech 190x130_Layout 1 20/10/2017 14:55 Page 1

Drivers go the extra mile to a
equipped workshop...
Quite simply nothing
comes close
Peter Barter, Whitehouse Motors

We get customers coming to us from wide
areas as they seek out the
name
Frank Di Lustro, Franks Automotive Services

People only
ever want a

alignment
sells

alignment

Jonathan Crozier,
Crozier’s 4x4

Neil Daniels,
Eden Tyre Service

SY

SY

Martin Redgrave, Jet Wheel Tyres

a competitive edge thats priceless!
01327 323007
www.pro-align.co.uk

autotechnician.co.uk

WHEEL ALIGNMENT

We want to offer the best service which means using the best equipment
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DON’T HAND
BUSINESS
TO YOUR
COMPETITORS

ARE YOU
RECALIBRATING
VEHICLES
CORRECTLY?

Wheel alignment is a service often
overlooked but a small investment
can drastically increase workshop
profits, says Tecalemit. Many vehicles
on the road today have incorrectly
setup wheel alignment, which can
lead to bad vehicle handling, higher
fuel costs and ultimately costly
repairs.

As of the start of 2016, to qualify
for a 5 star Euro NCAP safety
rating, new vehicles require a
minimum of two Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS).
The minimum requirement is to
have Autonomous Emergency
Braking (AEB) and Lane Departure
Warning (LDW), both of which
are complex systems requiring
specialist equipment to
recalibrate following repair to the
vehicle.

A busy workshop that offers wheel
alignment checks realises that time is
money and having the most efficient
equipment is essential. Tecalemit
Garage Equipment offers a range
of computerised wheel alignment
systems that will provide your
customers with a fast and accurate
service – whether it is using a
4-wheel laser alignment system or a
computerised wireless 8CCD camera
system.
Electronic alignment increases the opportunity to take precise and rapid
measurements with continuous displays of the actual readings.

WORKSHOP UPGRADE OFFER

WHEEL ALIGNMENT

The correct alignment can increase tyre life, improve fuel efficiency,
reduce wear and tear on wheel components and even reduce driver
fatigue, so every one of your customers' vehicles will benefit from regular
wheel alignment checks. This month, Tecalemit launches a national offer
on wheel alignment upgrades for ATL Bays.
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The average price of a new lift with wheel alignment capability can be
anywhere between £7,000 and £15,000, and the wheel aligner system
alone can cost in excess of £10,000. Tecalemit’s combined offer has
various options available, with the largest savings available on the
GTR/3000 Trackalign 8CCD Computerised Full 4-Wheel Alignment System.
It measures a complete range of vehicle geometry angles and is supplied
as a complete kit; including Haweka Pro-clamps, steering wheel lock,
brake pedal depressor, ball bearing turn plates and a mobile workstation
with PC, printer, 24” monitor and keyboard/mouse.
Also available is the new GTR/430 Trackalign 4 Wheel Laser Alignment
System with wireless PC interface including; PC, printer, new cabinet,
pedal depressor, 2 x built-in camber caster gauges, steering wheel
clamp and radius turning plates. The laser aligner comes with an
Autodata database displaying red/green display of results when in/out of
parameter.
01752 219 111
autotechnician.co.uk

Hella Gutmann Solutions is
a market leader for ADAS
technology in the aftermarket
and offers a comprehensive
multi-brand solution, covering
more than 92% of the UK ADAS
equipped car parc. The company
has become renowned for its
knowledge and expertise on
this complicated subject, with
many high profile businesses,
including Thatcham Research
and Autoglass, using the Hella
Gutmann Solutions CSC (Camera
and Sensor Calibration) tool to
establish the standards the sector
should be meeting in regards to
recalibrating ADAS...

continued from previous page...

A WORD OF
CAUTION
Workshops should be
especially cautious when
servicing a vehicle with
ADAS, as even something as
commonplace as adjustment
to the vehicle’s steering
geometry or wheel alignment,
as well as coil spring or steering
component replacement,
will require the system to
be recalibrated to ensure
the ADAS technology is fully
functioning.

CONSIDER THE THRUST ANGLE
Over the past thirty years that Supertracker has been supplying wheel
alignment equipment, the advances in vehicle technology have continued
to move at a much faster pace. Wheel alignment remains the same whatever
changes occur but we do now have to consider additional safety systems, such
as adaptive cruise control, lane assist, park assist and adaptive headlights. This
technology relies on the vehicle having the steering geometry correctly set,
along with the radar camera and its systems set correctly, to function properly.
ADAS systems are a hot topic at present and there are several ways to mount
the ADAS radar sensing device. Some are mounted to the roof’s header
and view through the windscreen; some are mounted to the outside of the
rearview mirrors; others in the front grill of the vehicle and some are mounted
to a glass bracket on the inside surface of the windshield.

WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Any vehicle that mounts the ADAS camera to the glass requires that the camera
be re-calibrated if the windscreen is replaced to assure proper operation. If the
windscreen hasn’t been replaced the camera should still be in calibration.
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If, during the life cycle of the car, the alignment needs correcting and the
cameras have remained undisturbed, a four-wheel alignment adjusted to the
vehicle thrust angle (centreline) is all that is required, as long as the thrust angle
remains unchanged from the factory setting.
The bases of all of these procedures is the starting point. Making sure the wheel
alignment angles are correct, with a zero thrust angle. From here the cameras
may or may not need resetting. If resetting is required, an additional piece of
equipment is needed to carry out the camera calibration process. These are
available at a separate cost.
01489 773 888
autotechnician.co.uk

With the growth of vehicles
with ADAS fitted as standard,
recalibrating after a service
should begin to become
standard practice in
workshops, bodyshops, glass
repairers and tyre shops.
Head of Business Development
at Hella Gutmann Solutions,
Neil Hilton, comments:

“Workshops need to
understand just how
important recalibration is. If
the driver depends on their
ADAS technology for safety,
they should be able to trust
the people working on
their car to recalibrate the
systems. If the cameras and
radars are even marginally
misaligned this would
certainly impact systems,
such as lane departure
warning, autonomous
emergency braking and
blind spot detection, which
can easily cause danger on
the roads.”
01295 662 402

SPECIALISE IN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT WITH SUN V2400
The V2400 wheel alignment system from Sun can save
time by generating cross diagonal vehicle measurements,
so workshops can avoid unnecessary checks with a chassis
measuring system.
Then there are caster, Toe Out On Turns, maximum turning
angle and Pro Ackerman Angle, all of which help you to
establish if steering components on the vehicle you are
testing are damaged. By using the steering axis inclination,
with angle and camber measurements, you can quickly
establish bent or damaged suspension parts to ensure
that you order and replace the correct components.

WHEEL ALIGNMENT

When a customer complains of steering and handling
problems, it can be challenging to see if components are
damaged but the data provided by the V2400’s features
helps you get to the bottom of the issue.
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When aligning wheels, the V2400 has an extensive
vehicle specifications database and its patented imaging
technology includes high resolution cameras and
advanced XD targets. After running an alignment check
you can use the monitor to show your customer whether
the vehicle’s wheels are aligned or not and if work is
necessary, you can explain the benefits of having the
adjustments done.
If any adjustments are made, you can print out a before
and after report for the customer to demonstrate their
vehicle’s status.
techsales.uk@snapon.com
autotechnician.co.uk

GARAGE VISIT

AUTOTECHNICIAN SWINGS BY SJ WRIGHT MOTORS IN
CAMBRIDGESHIRE TO TALK TRAINING, SOCIAL MEDIA AND
ATTRACTING NEW CUSTOMERS

MOT preparation business, is a fully trained technician who
is currently working his way through the Bosch training
programme, covering topics such as ignition, vehicle
electronics, diesel and diagnostics.

”Every mechanic should be registered. Crooks
end up on TV and give everyone else a bad
name. It should be the same as in other
industries to make sure Health & Safety
regulations are adhered to, as happens in the
gas and electric sectors. I think the industry
governing bodies should work together to
bring in a recognised accreditation system.”

He says: “I have always found training interesting as there
is always something new that you can learn. As well as the
Bosch training scheme I have attended other companies’
training events and always make a point of visiting local and
national exhibitions, including Automechanika Birmingham,
speaking to other people in the industry and finding out
what new pieces of kit are coming on-board enables you to
keep up with the new developments that are occurring in
the industry.”

The 51-year-old, who runs S J Wright Motors in the
Cambridgeshire market town of March, is a firm believer
in the importance of training and the need for technicians
to keep abreast of new vehicle technology and legislation.
Stephen, who runs a four-bay, all-makes, service repair and

Ipswich-born Stephen has had a long-held interest in “taking
things apart” and had his first part-time job at a garage while
still a schoolboy.
He joined a local garage full-time when aged 16 after taking
his City & Guilds qualifications at a local college and after
working in the industry at several Cambridgeshire locations,
autotechnician.co.uk

GARAGE VISIT

Independent garage owner Stephen Wright believes a
national accreditation scheme for technicians cannot come
too soon. He feels it is essential to help raise standards and
ensure vehicles are safe to be on the UK’s roads. Stephen says:
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started his current business in March 2003, moving to his
current location in the town’s Station Road in 2009.
PROMOTING THE BUSINESS
Stephen is assisted in the business by technician Lorenzo
Slaw, who has been with him for 11 years and holds an
NVQ Level 3 qualification, 20-year-old apprentice Kiaren
Skeels, who is studying at the College of West Anglia, and
receptionist Tracy Wood who has been with him since he
started the business.
Stephen – who also runs a used car sales business P & S
Autosales Ltd with his friend Paul Key – says a lot of his
work is repeat business or comes by way of ‘word of mouth’
recommendation. He says:

“We are a family orientated business and
get a lot of repeat work and by way of
recommendation. We deal with all makes of
cars and also do a lot of LCV fleet business. We
don’t specialise in any particular make, but we
do tend to work on a lot of German vehicles as
a nearby car dealer sells a lot of the German
marques.
“I also advertise every couple of weeks in the
local press and use Twitter and Instagram as
it is a quick way of reminding people to think
about servicing their vehicles and to have
winter checks carried out.
“I believe Social Media is a good way to
promote the business, but I feel that Facebook
has become too much of a ‘slagging off’
platform, which can spiral out of control and
I tend to concentrate on Twitter. However, we
also still send out MOT and service reminders
through the post as that still seems to be a
good way of reminding drivers that their test
or service is due.”

GARAGE VISIT

He added that he still gets great satisfaction out of doing a
professional job for his customers. He says:
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“One of the good things about my work is
that when you have done a professional job
and the customer is happy with what you
have done and the price you have charged,
they then recommend you to his friends. The
frustrating thing is still getting the right part to
autotechnician.co.uk

complete a job, although the four main local
parts suppliers I use all do a good job between
them and have their own merits for supplying
certain parts.
“I always try to fit the right part for the right
vehicle. For example, I would always fit the
specified clutch rather than an alternative
replacement. As for equipment, the holy
grail is not out there, you need a variety of
equipment to solve different problems, such as
with diagnostics. I use four different pieces of
diagnostic equipment so that I can deal with
any issue that comes up.”
Stephen, who is married to Melanie and has three children,
is a member of the Retail Motor Industry Federation’s
Independent Garage Association, which he says is invaluable
in helping him deal with any legal or HR issues. As for the
future, he says:

“Electric vehicles will always be about, but
I have my doubts about the National Grid
coping with the expected power demand. I
believe that nuclear is the way to go, but until
we get the hydrogen cell in the short-term, the
future is hybrid and myself and Lorenzo have
been taking our hybrid training courses.”
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SUPPLY | DESIGN | INSTALLATION | PROJECT MANAGEMENT | AFTER-SALES SERVICE
DVSA APPROVED ATL BAYS INCLUDE TABLET OPERATION & 3 YEAR WARRANTY* AS STANDARD

Vehicle Lifts | Workshop Furniture | Exhaust Extraction & Analysers
Lubrication & Compressed Air Services
|
MOT / ATL Test Equipment
Wheel & Tyre Equipment | Wheel Alignment | Brake Testers | Air Con

celebrating 12
1 years of quality products!

®
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call 01604 828 600 | email sales@gemco.co.uk | visit www.gemco.co.uk
ESTABLISHED IN 1985 | PART OF THE STENHØJ GROUP

*Warranty is subject to maintenance and terms and conditions.
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TRAINING & SUPPORT

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:

CAN YOU GET TO THE BOTTOM OF OUR ONLINE
IGNITION CASE STUDY?
Autotechnician has teamed up with trainer Andy Crook to deliver online
tests to assess technicians’ knowledge, process and diagnostic capabilities.
The first, available now at www.autotechnician.co.uk/registration, is a
spark ignition case study pitched at Level 3+. Andy says: “A spark ignition
vehicle has been presented with a P0300 fault code stored, it has been to
another garage who has suggested that the coil, leads and plugs maybe
the cause. The customer is asking you for a second opinion.”
Further tests will be added in 2018, as part of Autotechnician’s ongoing
Autotech campaign, providing independent workshops with free online
assessments and supporting training material. Autotech 2018 will also
involve a competitive element next year, and two training events will
take place in May and October in the South East and Midlands/North
respectively. Email Nicola@Autotechnician.co.uk if you would like to be
among the first to hear event announcements.

TRAINING & SUPPORT

ALL SET FOR
AUTOINFORM IN
WOLVERHAMPTON?
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This year’s Autoinform Live, organised
by the Original Equipment Suppliers
Aftermarket Association (OESAA)
and ADS technical trainer Frank
Massey, will take place on 25th &
26th November at the GTG Training
Academy in Wolverhampton.
The weekend show will feature some
of the best supplier and independent
training experts delivering
presentations and live demonstrations
in vehicle diagnostics, mechanical
autotechnician.co.uk

systems knowledge and future
technologies.
Various ticket options are available,
from a single day ticket with
access to four seminars (£99+VAT)
to the full weekend option at
£195+VAT, providing full access to all
presentations, live diagnostic seminars
across the weekend and evening
Gala meal held on the Saturday. This
includes a full 3-course meal, welcome
drink, evening entertainment & coach

transfers from selected hotels. Partner
tickets are available for the Gala dinner
at £35+VAT.
Seminar and live demo topics include:
Measuring diesel gas emissions;
Toyota PRIUS Hybrid Inverter/
Converter and Transaxle; Camera and
radar based systems and calibration;
and Double clutch technology.
Tickets can be purchased at
www.oe-suppliers.org.

AUTOTECHNICIAN VISITS NEW EURO
ACADEMY TRAINING WORKSHOP IN
AVONMOUTH

ECP’s latest IMI approved centre
in Avonmouth has been up and
running for nine months now and
when we visit, a Bosch steering &
suspension course is taking place in
one corner of the workshop, a group
are undergoing an MOT tester course,
an ADAS calibration presentation
is running in one of the bays and a
hybrid course is due to run over the
following two days. ECP plans to
have ten such training centres open
to all by the end of 2018, with sites
in Sunderland and Norwich opening
by Christmas. These will provide a
whole range of courses from DVSA
MOT tester training and Level 3
accreditation right through to brand
specific training from the likes of ZF
and TRW and over 2,000 candidate
days each year with Bosch.
Euro Academy training courses cover
mechanical, electrical, electronic and
diagnostics fault-finding and repair
over the entire vehicle, providing a
structured training programme that
spans all ability levels from Basic to
Master Technician.

“The aftermarket has always been great
at overcoming problems, from the very

TRAINING OPEN TO ALL

“We give preferential rates to our
Autofirst network customers or those
who sign up to the Euro Academy
scheme, but the courses are open to
absolutely anybody. The vision is to
open more and more centres similar
to Avonmouth – we have Sunderland
and Norwich underway now, and we
have four further locations. We want to
get the facilities close to the customers,
recognising they don’t want to spend
days traveling to and from Londonbased centres.”
Working with its partner Grup Eina,
it provides a pathway of training
courses, ideally taken in progression,
which cover the basics across a
vehicle’s systems up to complex
diagnostics, including Fuel injection,
Air conditioning and F-Gas refrigerant
handling, DPFs and additive systems,
Introduction to clutch and hydraulic
systems, Essential test procedures and
Hybrid & EV systems.
The two-day Hybrid safety and
awareness course includes both a
practical and theoretical component,
exploring a hybrid’s main components
and how to work on these vehicles
safely. The course uses a secondgeneration Toyota Prius and examines

• Use a helpline anytime they
need it to get wiring diagrams
and assistance from master
techs over the phone
• Access a diagnostics database
and reference library
• Reduced rates on its IMI Quality
Assured training courses
• Unlimited access to online
Technician Assessments
• Tailored technician training
plans
Three levels of Euro Academy
Membership are available to
purchase within ECP branches
by annual subscription, paid
monthly in instalments.

the operation of the high voltage
system, including the Hybrid motors,
high and low voltage batteries,
inverter, and the vehicle’s braking
system utilising regenerative braking.
The course gives technicians
confidence in braking and engine
servicing, how to safely and efficiently
diagnose faults, as well as how the
charging system and air conditioning
works.
The two-day course will run on the
following dates:
Milton Keynes

7 - 8 Nov
9 - 10 Nov

Basingstoke

14 - 15 Nov

Wembley

16 - 17 Nov
(TBC)

Tamworth

22 - 23 Nov
(TBC)

Autoinform

25 - 26 Nov

Manchester

28 - 29 Nov

Sheffield

30 Nov-1 Dec

Sunderland

5 - 6 Dec

Glasgow

12 - 13 Dec

Aberdeen

14 - 15 Dec
autotechnician.co.uk

TRAINING & SUPPORT

“We’re here to make sure the
independent motor trade’s in the game
for the long haul, to help them futureproof their business,” says Marketing
Director Bill Stimson. Bill explains: “We
are in a lucky position, where we can
invest substantial amounts into training
and delivering technical support to help
them stay in business.

first time the service warning light came
on BMWs, it wasn’t long before the
aftermarket was able to deal with that
and turn it off properly and responsibly.
We need to make sure the trade is fit for
purpose, for any challenge that comes
this way in the future.”

Euro Academy is a technical
information resource, that’s
like “having a factory-trained
master technician in your
workshop”, says Euro Car Parts.
Members can:
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HOW TO TEST PRESSURE
SENSORS
By David Wagstaff AAE MIMI Master Technician

TRAINING & SUPPORT

THIS MONTH, I WANT TO TALK ABOUT PRESSURE SENSORS – USED IN MANY AREAS IN A
VEHICLE, FROM MANIFOLD PRESSURE TO AIR CONDITIONING AND BRAKE PRESSURE TO
FUEL RAIL PRESSURE. THESE SENSORS ALL TAKE A PHYSICAL INPUT AND TURN IT INTO A
VOLTAGE OUTPUT. THE ACTUAL METHOD OF MEASUREMENT INSIDE THE SENSOR CAN
VARY, BUT FOR US, THE COMMON FACTOR IS THAT THEY ALL PRODUCE A VOLTAGE OUTPUT.
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The method of testing, as always,
starts with the analysis of live data
and you are looking for readings
that stand out or seem implausible.
Testing may have been initiated by
a fault code giving you a guide as to
where to look, but issues can often be
caused by a sensor that has gone out
of spec but not enough for the ECU to
recognise it as faulty. Are the readings
you are getting reasonable? If you
have a car that you are not familiar
with, you may not know. Expected
readings can sometimes be gained
from a technical data source, either
an aftermarket supplier or direct from
the manufacturer, but another good
way is by comparison to another car
that you know is fault
free.
autotechnician.co.uk

With pressure sensors there are three
areas that need to be tested. The first
is whatever is producing the pressure
– is it a mechanical or a sensor issue?
Is the ECU logging a sensor issue as
a result of the system not producing
the required pressure? The best way
to check is to ‘T in’ a mechanical
pressure gauge and compare the
reading to both the technical data
and the live data reading. If we have
a difference in the readings then we
must move on and check the next
step.
Next, check the power supply
voltages at the sensor. Most pressure
sensors will have three wires; a live, a
ground and a signal output. It is vital
that you check the supply voltage and

ground are good. As per my voltage
drop article, this should be done with
the circuit live and with the sensor
connected. Voltage checks made with
the sensor unplugged are unreliable.
I have seen several cases where a
faulty sensor pulls the supply voltage
to ground, this can cause issues with
the faulty sensor and any other sensor
that shares the same supply. If power
and ground are good then we move
onto the voltage output.
Best practice when measuring the
output voltage is to measure at the
ECU, but often access issues mean
it is quicker and easier to test at the
sensor. Back probing the connector is
my method of choice. Remember to
use the sensor ground as a reference

and not a chassis or battery ground as
these can lead to inaccurate results.
You can use a multimeter to test
sensors that measure slow moving
changes, but often the best method is
an oscilloscope. If you are lucky, your
data source will give you a range of
pressures and the voltage readings
that should be produced – if not,
you may have to compare with a
good known car again. Comparing
these with your readings should tell
you whether your sensor is within
specification.
If these tests are all OK then we need
to check the signal voltage again at
the control unit. The voltage should
be the same within a few millivolts.
If necessary, carry out voltage drop
testing on the signal cable to find any
errors.
You’ll notice that at no point have
I used any resistance testing. Many
of the sensors will have internal
signal conditioning circuits that are
designed to work on 5 Volts, so the
9 Volt battery in your multimeter
could potentially damage them.
More importantly, the results are not
reliable.

Inside the ECU there is an input to an
analogue to digital converter and a
resistor between the input and 5 Volts,
however the function of the resistor in
this circuit is different. It has a typical
value of around 60KOhms. The input
to the analogue to digital converter
is high impedance, meaning it takes
very little current to change the
voltage. If the wire from the sensor

Typically, a fault code will be set if
the voltage goes outside the 0.5 to
4.5 Volt range. Below 0.5 Volts, you’ll
get a short to ground fault code and
above 4.5 Volts you’ll get an open
circuit or short to positive code. The
difficult faults to pin down are when
a sensor goes out of calibration and
produces a plausible but incorrect
reading, often no code is logged. This
is where comparison to your pressure
gauge is useful, but for sensors where
the information is more dynamic,
more detail can be gained by using
an oscilloscope to watch the changes
in voltage.

+5V
R1
Pressure
SENSOR

CPU

fig.1

To sum up, as always, look at live data
and verify mechanical condition.
Compare the mechanical reading
to live data and check readings are
within specification, according to
technical data.

"The difficult faults to pin down
are when a sensor goes out of
calibration and produces a plausible
but incorrect reading, often no code
is logged"
autotechnician.co.uk

TRAINING & SUPPORT

Knowing how the ECU tests the
sensor can help us understand how
and why fault codes are logged. The
typical working range of the sensor is
0.5 to 4.5 Volts. Let’s look at the circuit.
Figure 1 shows a simplified version of
a typical circuit. In many ways it looks
similar to the voltage divider circuits
that I discussed in the last issue.

to the ECU was to break then the
voltage would float and interference
from circuits like the ignition or
injection could induce a signal on
the input. To stop this happening,
the resistor is used to pull the input
up to 5 Volts and the sensor pulls the
voltage down against it. Think of it as
like a throttle return spring, where the
pedal and cable pull the throttle open
and the spring ensures it closes. It is a
safety device, so that should the cable
fail under full acceleration, the throttle
will be closed. In the same way, if
the wire to the ECU fails, the input is
pulled to 5 Volts and a fault logged.
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Your business is your livelihood.
We understand this and we care.
As the equipment and service provider of choice to many motor manufacturer groups,
independent garages and bodyshops nationwide we are proud to provide:
· Garage Equipment
· Bodyshop Equipment
· Equipment Service & Maintenance
· Training & Development
We manage the whole process, ensuring a smooth, hassle-free, one-stop service that is
delivered on time and on budget.

Please contact the Workshop Solutions Team on 01827 838 481
to arrange an initial free, no obligation consultation.

autoclimate

TM
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THE LATEST PRODUCTS AND TECH TIPS

OFFER A FREE
WINTER WIPER
BLADE CHECK

TO HELP MOTORISTS STAY SAFE
DURING THE DARKER MONTHS,
TRICO SUGGESTS GARAGES
SHOULD OFFER A FREE WINTER
WIPER BLADE CHECK.
“Whatever the weather conditions
or treatment of the wiper blades, we
estimate that the general effective
life of a wiper blade is approximately
six to twelve months,” says Trico’s
Sam Robinson, “which means
that to ensure maximum rain
clearing effectiveness and visibility,
they should be changed at these
intervals.”

1. WIPE CHECK
Using the washer spray, operate
the wipers and check there are no
missed areas, water smears, or streaks.
Any light misting remaining should
disappear within seconds.

Care should be taken as the wiper
arms on many modern cars will hit
the underneath of the bonnet and
not lift. In these cases, switching
the ignition on, then off and then
pressing the wiper stalk down once
will often move the blades up into
their service position, where they
can then be lifted up. If this does not
work, consult the manual.

3. BLADE EDGE CHECK
Gently clean the rubber blade edge
with a damp cloth to remove any
dirt. Check along its length for any
imperfections in the rubber. Ensure
the rubber element returns to a
central position and is not flipped
over and ‘set’ in one direction.

4. SAFE & SECURE FITMENT
Check the blade is securely fixed to
the arm. The blade should rotate
freely, parallel with the wiper arm, to
allow it to flex over the screen, there
should be no wobbling or movement
perpendicular to the arm. This
movement can be a sign of wear from
the blades flipping over and could

eventually cause the blades to come
apart during use.

5. SCREEN CLEAN
Ensure the windscreen is thoroughly
cleaned, paying attention to the areas
at the top and bottom of the wipe
area, where dirt and debris collects.
Check the glass for any cracks or
chips – a safety hazard that can also
damage the wiper blade rubber.

6. LOWER THE BLADES
Lower the wiper arms gently back on
to the screen. If the wipers have failed
any of the checks, fit new blades.
TRICO’s offering includes short
‘multi clip’ ranges giving 95% vehicle
coverage with just 14 parts, through
to speciality performance blades
and wide ranges of direct fit Original
Equipment replacements. All blades
are manufactured to the same
exact standards as the OE blades
it supplies vehicle manufacturers
worldwide.
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To help technicians, TRICO has
compiled a ‘six-point check’ that
garages can use to easily assess blade
condition and identify when a wiper
blade needs replacing.

2. LIFT THE BLADES
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NEW RETROFIT UPGRADE HEADLAMPS
FOR VW GOLF VI
OSRAM has launched a retrofit upgrade headlamp set for
the VW Golf VI using powerful Xenon and LED technology,
which the company claims can boost lighting performance
by as much as 70% when compared to a standard halogen
headlamp.
The new lamps can be installed with minimum fuss; it’s a
straight replacement unit with ECE (Economic Commission
for Europe) approval. They are approved for UK road use,
require no automatic headlamp levelling or headlight
washer system.
The LEDriving Xenarc Golf VI Black Edition headlamps are
equipped with OSRAM Xenarc Original D8S HID Xenon
bulbs for dipped and main beam and LED for daytime
running lights, position lights and indicators. The LED
indicator function also offers a dynamic or static light
setting.
They provide a longer beam of light that reaches up to 20
metres further and produce 40% whiter light compared to
standard halogen headlamps.
The LEDriving Xenarc Golf VI Black Edition can be preordered through OSRAM Approved Partners from £749.99
inc VAT.
01925 649 106

THE ‘CHECK & CHANGE’ RULE
There are few product groups within the aftermarket that
are overlooked in terms of their regular examination and
replacement, but the auxiliary belt and the drive system
are certainly among them. Why the auxiliary drive system
has traditionally been ignored can be largely attributed to
the fact that it is generally a very reliable system and few
vehicle manufacturers (VMs) specify its change in their
service schedules.
However, Dayco is urging technicians to turn their
attention to the auxiliary system for the benefit of the
motorist and to provide a business opportunity for
themselves.
Unlike the previous generation neoprene rubber based
belt, the EPDM formulated belt used nowadays, wears very
differently. During use, the previous technology would
gradually lead the belt to perish by cracking or chunking
– when a section of belt actually comes off – the current
EPDM technology belt wears gradually, not unlike the wear
of a tyre, which makes it more difficult to detect.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

As a result, technicians should use the vehicle’s mileage
as their first point of reference, which means that if the
vehicle has covered 60,000 miles or more, the belt should
be thoroughly inspected and if it shows any sign of
damage or wear, should automatically be replaced.
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To help technicians correctly assess the condition of the
belt, Dayco has designed the aWEARness® gauge, which
provides them with three ways to check whether the belt
needs to be replaced or is okay to be reinstalled. The two
most relevant to an EPDM belt are the wear indicator bar,
which highlights material loss and the profile indicator,
that reveals whether the belt retains its correct form. Both
reflect the level of wear and if the belt fails either check, it
must be replaced.
info.uk@dayco.com

Contacting a supplier after reading about a product in the magazine, on www.autotechnician.co.uk or
on our social media channels? Don't forget to mention you saw it in Autotechnician!
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MOT Training
From the UK’s largest automotive
trade association

ACADEMY

of Automotive Skills

The RMI Academy of Automotive Skills oﬀers a “one stop shop” for all your MOT training needs.
We deliver training that meets the DVSA’s requirements and, what’s more, as the UK’s largest automotive
trade body we deliver training in a cost eﬀective manner for the beneﬁt of the entire retail motor industry.
The RMI Academy has sites in Southam, Warwickshire and Runcorn, Cheshire.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Light Vehicle Inspection Level 3
MOT Tester Training
Motorcycle Tester Training
MOT Centre Management
F-Gas
Annual Training
Courses available weekly at both locations - view the calendars at
www.RMItrainingAcademy.co.uk
or call our friendly team on 0845 305 4230

The manual explores models produced between 2001
and 2016 and covers the design, building, engine work,
paintwork and assembly of the iconic vehicle, and much
more. As author Chris Randall puts it: “This wasn’t intended
to be a cursory look behind the scenes… Instead, this
was a request for access to all aspects of Plant Oxford and
the production processes that take place within it, not to
mention as many of the key people as we could fit within
the pages.”

A CELEBRATION OF THE
ICONIC MINI
Haynes has published ‘Building a MINI Operations Manual’,
providing an insight into the manufacture and production
of the MINI. Author Chris Randall worked closely with the
manufacturers to produce a fascinating and in-depth look
into life at Plant Oxford and how MINIs are built.

“Haynes have spent more than 50 years producing
detailed manuals that show owners how to take their
cars apart and repair them – and I’ve been immensely
privileged to have played my own small part in that – but
this book was an opportunity to do something a little
different.”
The Land Rover Defender Diesel (Feb 07-16) repair manual
is also available now. Other upcoming titles include the:
Nissan Juke 10-17 repair manual, Ford Fiesta petrol & diesel
13-17 repair manual and the Subaru Impreza WRC Rally Car
Manual.
01476 541 083

HOW TO REMOVE TRICKY SEAT BELT BOLTS
Ever had problems removing a stuck seat belt bolt? Induction heating makes difficult tasks like this easier and safer.
To help, Induction International, manufacturers of the Mini-Ductor® Venom™ handheld tool, has produced an easy
to follow step-by-step guide.
The Mini-Ductor® Venom is a handheld induction heating tool that heats ferrous metal (containing iron), and some
non-ferrous metal parts. This allows all types of adhesives bonded to metal, bonded with thread lock compound
and seized hardware to be removed and released much quicker and more safely than by traditional naked flame
heating. The company says that most rust and corrosion is broken down within 15-20 seconds. If you are reading
the digital issue, click on this link to see it in action www.youtube.com/user/theinductoruk.
Here’s the key steps to removing stuck
seat belt bolts:
Equipment needed: Heat resistant
gloves, overalls, goggles and a respirator
mask (if smoke will be produced from
heating).

STEP 2: Secure the coil onto the
Mini-Ductor® Venom
STEP 3: Place coil around the bolt and
heat – be cautious not to overheat or turn
red hot
STEP 4: Remove the bolt
01953 859 138

autotechnician.co.uk
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STEP 1: Select the right coil – the preformed coils come in different sizes and
can be bent to shape to suit the job
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AN INTERESTING ANGLE ON
SENSOR RESETS
If a vehicle comes in to the workshop
with steering and handling problems,
there are several steps that should
be taken in order to complete and
validate the repair.
It’s important to not only make
sure that any wheel alignment
adjustments are made, using an
aligner, but also that the necessary
diagnostic work is also done in order
to reset any sensors and clear any fault
codes.
By utilising the Sun V2400’s advanced
measurement features you can
quickly establish bent or damaged
suspension parts to help ensure that
you order and replace the correct
components. Once those checks and
repairs have been completed, a Snapon scan tool, such as the new MODIS
Edge, can be used to make sure the
vehicle is ready to be returned to its
owner.
One of the most common procedures
to follow is resetting the vehicle’s
steering angle sensors, which is
especially important if components
have been replaced. Connect the
MODIS Edge up to the vehicle and

select the Scanner option from the
homepage then, once the vehicle has
been identified, navigate to the Wheel
Alignment menu.
Using a 2014 Peugeot 207 1.6L
T-Diesel as an example, select the
Steering Angle Sensor Calibration
option. The model’s steering angle
sensor must be re-calibrated if the
toe-in is adjusted, if the sensor or the
ESP ECU is replaced, if work is carried
out on the steering column or column
support or if any other work is carried
out on the front axle.
From there, follow the on-screen
prompts and the steps advised, then
begin the calibration.
Once the calibration process has
ended, start the vehicle’s engine
and ensure the ABS warning light is
no longer illuminated. Then, a short
road test should be carried out to
confirm that zero calibration has been
completed.
It is important to reset the steering
angle sensors after wheel alignment
work because of how they impact
other systems within a vehicle, such

RANGE EXTENSION
FROM VALEO

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Valeo introduces 221 Engine Management System
sensors for passenger cars, 51 of which belong to a
new category: Air mass flow meters.
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The offer now consists of more than 250 references,
covering 7 categories of Engine Management Systems
sensors. The range has been widened with 120
crankshaft sensors, 50 camshaft sensors and 51 new
air mass flow meters.
The range extension provides applications for Fiat
Punto (1999 to 2010); Peugeot 206 (from 1998);
Fiat 500 (from 2007); Renault Clio II (from 1998);
Volkswagen Golf V (from 2003 to 2008); Ford Mondeo
IV (from 2007 to 2015); Mercedes-Benz Sprinter (from
2006 to 2016) and many more.

autotechnician.co.uk

as Dynamic Headlights, Electronic
Stability Control, Adaptive Cruise
Control and Active Stability Control.
Steering angle sensors are usually
located in the Column Integrated
Module and with a MODIS Edge it is
simple to see fault codes when the
sensors fail or go out of tolerance.
They can also lose synchronisation if
the battery has been disconnected for
long periods of time.
Using a MODIS Edge, the sensors
can be reset to the manufacturer’s
specification and data lists can be
used to confirm operation.
01553 692 422

FREE EXPERT
IN EVERY
BOX.

ALISTAIR MASON

A.A.E M.I.M.I

Technical Trainer and REPXPERT

Couponnummer · coupon number
numéro du coupon · número
de cupón

We deliver more than just genuine parts.

BONUSCOUPON · BONUS COUPON
COUPON BONUS · CUPÓN DE
PUNTOS

1000
www.repxpert.com
GET
COUPON

ONLINE
CHECK IN

YOUR
PROFILE

Gültig bis · valable jusqu’au
valid until · válido hasta el

ENCASH
POINTS

xx.xx.xxxx

DR_Repxpert_coupon_SPS1_10_11_16_1

000POINTS_013Seitex1von2 13

Our high-tech precision products are fitted by vehicle manufacturers on assembly lines and
by mechanics in workshops around the world. But it doesn’t end there - you can get the latest fitting hints and
tips from one of our Schaeffler REPXPERTs at one of the many national events, trade shows and technical evenings
that we attend throughout the year (just look out for the big X on the side of our distinctive training vans).
You can also visit our REPXPERT workshop knowledge portal, with everything you need to know about LuK,
INA, FAG and Ruville products, tools and technology as well as an up-to-the-minute catalogue - all at the click
of a button. It’s free to register, and you can spend your bonus points there too!
www.repxpert.co.uk |

@REPXPERT.co.uk |

@REPXPERT_UK | Technical Hotline +44 (0)1432 264264

22.11.16 14:08

LIVE CHAT WITH
AUTOELECTRO
Autoelectro’s live chat facility has been upgraded,
enabling technicians to get instant help with repairs.
Previously, users of online chat had to turn away from
their repair job and access their desktop computer
before speaking to a technical expert. This has been
made easier as queries can now be answered via a
smart phone or tablet.
On the Autoelectro homepage, there is a red ‘speech
bubble’ icon on the right-hand side. Users click here,
enter their name and email address to gain access to
the live chat messenger.
UK Sales Manager, Nick Hood, says the number of
regular users is growing, adding: “It’s important we
show our customers that we’re a forward-thinking
company and will always strive to improve our service
and support to our customers.
“We’re so much more than box-pushers; we are
market leaders in terms of range, products and service.
Considering rotating electrics is such a complex
product, we’ve introduced this new online feature.”
01274 656 101

100,000 BOXCLEVER
POINTS ON OFFER
Three garages have the chance to win 100,000 points in
NGK’s latest BoxClever prize draw that runs until the end of
December.
Members of the loyalty scheme simply collect the single
boxes its spark plugs, glow plugs, NTK sensors and ignition
coils come supplied in and return them in exchange for
prize points.
Every time a member banks boxes during the promotion
they receive an entry into the prize draw, with a free bonus
entry for every NTK Lambda box.
The ‘Triple Whammy’ points bonanza is the latest in a
series of promotions which has seen NGK give away a
Suzuki Celerio five-door hatchback city and a monster
1,000-piece Teng Tools kit cabinet, valued at £10,000.
NGK’s Mark Hallam, says: “The Celerio and Teng Tools
promotions have proven to be very popular with members
and we are sure they will be equally keen to win the 100,000
points on offer which they will then be able to cash-in for one,
or more, fantastic prizes. “Those garages who are not currently
members really are missing out on a great opportunity to
be rewarded simply for saving and returning the boxes that
our components come in, components that most of them fit
daily.”

Enhance your reputation.
Boost battery sales.
Nearly 40% of the vehicles you service
or repair will need their battery replaced
or recharged.
Checking the battery of every vehicle entering your
workshop will enhance your business reputation, improve
customer satisfaction and drive loyalty. It could also
increase your annual battery revenue significantly.

Discover more at

www.yuasa.com/checkbattery
See the benefits for yourself.
Get your complete Workshop Battery
Testing Kit from participating distributors.
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ABSORBED GLASS MATT
BATTERIES - READY?
According to ECOBAT Battery Technologies (EBT),
formally Manbat, the long-awaited move towards AGM
batteries is about to begin. Citing research the company
has conducted within the aftermarket, it believes there
is much confusion regarding battery replacement on
cars fitted with the Stop/Start function.
ECOBAT says there are many AGM batteries that have
surpassed their intended life cycle because owners of
earlier vehicles fitted with Stop/Start technology had
the ability to disconnect the function – something that
is now no longer available.
This meant that a battery designed for over 350,000
engine starts was not being used as designed and
would therefore only be performing 30,000 engine
starts, the average life cycle for an SLI battery.
Based upon Stop/Start technology being introduced a
decade ago, the company feels that the long awaited
surge in sales of AGM batteries will soon be over and
is advising you to be ready for sales. As these AGM and
EFB (Enhanced Flooded Battery) batteries come into
play, fitting a traditional SLI battery is not an option
as they are simply not fit for purpose and will cause
problems.
ECOBAT predicts that by the end of the year, 12% of
battery replacements will be AGM/EFB, which will grow
steadily year-on-year so that by 2020, a fifth, or 1 million
of those replaced, will be AGM/EFB.
Furthermore, these batteries require special tools and
fitting procedures that need to be followed to prevent
their premature failure.

01743 218 500

GEMCO’S ADVICE FOR
INDEPENDENT GARAGES
Without wishing to teach you to suck eggs, Gemco has some
essential advice for when you want to get the most out of
your available workshop space, which can be overlooked
when keen to invest in equipment quickly.
Whether purchasing a tyre changer or a complete ATL
test lane, it is key that you think of space. A well-designed
workshop, with an effective use of space, can speed up
maintenance tasks and ultimately make or break a business,
especially one that is limited on space. GEMCO offers
customers a site visit with their local GEMCO sales person,
who can help provide options on maximising space usage;
combined with an experienced CAD drawing team, you can
get a plan drawn up in much the same way you could a new
kitchen.
Before you call for a visit, do a little preparation, have a clear
budget and well thought out plan of where your garage is
now and where you want it to be in the future. Who is your
current target audience? Are there any opportunities that
you could be missing out on?
Having a decent lift is essential regardless of the number
of customers you have, but before purchasing, think about
what type of vehicles you will be working with.
A brake tester is something that every MOT garage requires.
To save space and increase staff productivity, it is best to
purchase a one-person test lane, meaning that the second
member of staff can be changing tyres whilst the other is
conducting the MOT test.

01604 828 500
autotechnician.co.uk
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The company also offers its customers marketing advice
designed to aid customer retention, loyalty and win new
business – using many of the tools in the marketing box,
such as social media and sales promotion. Gemco believes
the announcement that new vehicles could remain on the
road without the need for a MOT for four years will mean
you have to look at other means to attract new car owners
into your business and replacement tyres would seem an
ideal place to start. The tyre market has been revolutionised
by price comparison websites such as Black Circles, so if
you want to compete on price in a heavily price dominated
market, having a contract with a comparison site could
be a good starting point. Although this would initially cut
your margins, it would give you the opportunity to get new
customers through the door and possibly ensure some
loyalty.
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TECHNICAL SERVICE
DATA
Can a garage be over- teched? TecAlliance does not
think so and has a product, RMI, which is a planning,
pricing, ordering and stock control system.
It provides workshops with not only repair and
maintenance information, to assist technicians with
the implementation of a service action or highlight
the need to address a previously unrequired
maintenance instruction, but it can also operate at a
deeper level too. The system contains almost seven
million items of technical data, more than 21.5 million
repair times, 230,000 service plans and 900,000 repair
instructions.
Its additional options include repair time information,
parts pricing and planning the weekly work schedule.
In the same way, when it comes to those
unscheduled jobs, or the challenge of having to deal
with an unusual model, RMI provides the solution
with everything from service schedule information,
repair instructions and processes to torque
values and fault diagnosis. It even holds Vehicle
Manufacturer recall information to allow workshops
to check the update action has been carried out.
Using the full system, it will also talk to your factor,
linking with their stock control, which can help if
there are any parts supply problems.

PAY MONTHLY SOFTWARE
SUBSCRIPTION
Diagnostic specialist Hickleys suggests you take a look at their pay
monthly scheme because it believes the benefits outweigh the £140
additional cost if you purchase outright. For instance, a Bosch Master
Pack Plus costs £1,326 per annum. Assuming 5% increases every year,
your likely payments would be £4,180. On a monthly plan, you would
pay just £120 per month or £4,320 in total.
However, the company points out that no single large capital
payment is required, you will benefit from the very latest software,
there are no price increases during the three-year life of the contract
and you can consolidate all your software contracts into one
monthly payment. The pay monthly subscription service is available
on the majority of software packages for Bosch, Texa, Delphi and
Autocom. For more information, contact Hickleys on the number
below, remembering to mention Autotechnician!

01829 752 888

01823 328 531

Most OE turbos are produced by four big-name
manufacturers – Borg Warner, Garratt, IHI (Hitachi) and
Mitsubishi. TURBOJETZT remanufactures units from all four
using the original housing with new internal components.
Bill Stimson, Marketing Director of Euro Car Parts, says:

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

“The TURBOJETZT range already covers all
the most popular petrol and diesel units,
and it is increasing all the time. Turbos are
notoriously expensive, so it is fortunate that
they are ideal for remanufacturing.
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EURO CAR PARTS
PROVIDES A TURBO
BOOST
ECP has extended its range of TURBOJETZT
remanufactured turbos. The turbocharger programme
now covers 75% of units offered new by Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs).
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“By reusing the perfectly good shells, we
provide top quality units at up to 40% less
than the new OE cost, backed by robust
testing procedures, a dedicated technical
helpline for fitting support and a classleading warranty for complete peace of
mind.”
https://omnipart.eurocarparts.com

SMART CHARGING
The newly available Sealey BT3000 battery and charging
system tester allows battery and charging system tests
from your smartphone or tablet. It will complete fast and
accurate diagnosis and you can forward the results via
email or text to the workshop reception or customer.
With fast Bluetooth® pairing the unit is simple to use
and can store up to 2,000 detailed test reports. The
unit is waterproof and has a 500mm cable. An internal
rechargeable Li-ion battery allows testing of vehicle
batteries with as little as 1.5V of residual charge.
The BT3000 is suitable for automotive, including Start/
Stop and motorcycle batteries, as well as leisure batteries
from 6V/12V
and has a
CCA range of
25A to 3000A.
The charging
system test
capability
is 12V/24V. The
wireless connection range
is ten metres and the unit is
compatible with Apple iOS 8.0
and later, as well as Android OS 4.3 and later.

OIL FINDER APP
As UK drivers increasingly choose turbocharged vehicles, the
chance of making a costly mistake is increasing as insufficient
lubrication is responsible for nearly nine in 10 turbocharger
failures. The research is emphasised by the fact that engine
failures due to a manufacturing fault of the turbo itself
accounts for under 1% of all problems, highlighting the need
to use the correct, high-quality oil.
To help technicians, Comma advises using its ‘Oil Finder’ app,
enabling workshops to instantly match the correct oil to a
vehicle by simply taking a picture of the number plate.
Integral to the performance of the turbo-engine is the
central spindle, which relies on a thin layer of oil lubrication
to function optimally. If the protective layer is broken, it
can take just minutes for engine damage to occur. Oil
contamination can cause chips and scoring of the spindle
surface, whilst a lack of oil causes high temperatures resulting
in the rapid wear of the engine.
Workshops can take preventative measures to avoid engine
damage. If the wrong oil has been added, a good flush of
the engine will remove impurities, whilst also preventing a
build-up of engine-harming contaminants in the future. In
addition, Comma Oil’s application tool helps workshops find
the recommended oil through their online portal.

01284 757 500

AUTOMOTIVE THERMAL SYSTEMS

One Supplier, Complete Solution
Key Components Engine Cooling & Climate Systems
You can rely on Nissens as an acknowledged and marketleading manufacturer of key components for automotive and
industrial thermal systems. Years of our thermal systems
know-how enable us to develop excellent performing, highquality engine cooling and climate system parts. We fully match
OE components and offer one of the most attractive product
range in the market.
Find your local Nissens distributor at www.nissens.com and
learn more about our excellent products and service offered to
the Aftermarket.

THE
WIDEST
PRODUCT
RANGE

www.nissens.com

01474 564 311

BELTS WITH OE TECH
Gates recently introduced its latest generation of multiribbed belts for accessory belt drive systems. The Micro-V®
belts incorporate new OE technology and materials,
featuring the same distinctive pattern on the reverse
side, an OE-matched belt composition, construction and
texture for improved flexibility.
The quality of the EPDM rubber compounds used
to manufacture Gates OE belts was instrumental in
achieving greater crack-resistance under the most
extreme temperature variations. The same compounds
and OE design technologies are used in the latest
generation of Micro-V belts.
The belts are designed to meet the specifications for
particular engines. Variations in OE design include
alternative pulley sizes or positions, an absence of
tensioners or the use of double-sided belts. Gates has
identified four different types of multi-ribbed belts for
four different types of application.
Gates has used distinctive branding on the sleeves
and belt labels to highlight these four different types
of multi-ribbed belts. The ‘family of four’ Micro-V belts
comprise: The All-rounder (ideal for 90% of European car
parc applications); Stretch Fit (perfect for applications
with stretch-type belts without tensioners); Stop&Start
(especially designed for belt-driven stop-start systems);
and Unique Fit (specifically for more ‘sensitive’ systems).

Bring your Engine Back to Life

Help your engine breathe.

Trusted by professionals to remove and minimise
soot build-up from engines and turbochargers
quickly and safely

www.reviveturbocleaner.com

ASK HARRY

Harry Lewis, RMI Senior Technical Advisor, investigates a fault
with an audio-visual control module

Vehicle: BMW X3 E83, Year: 2003-2006
Q. A customer’s BMW X3 has operating indicators and
main beam headlights, but no tell-tales displayed on
the instrument cluster. The vehicle’s radio has also
stopped working. We can’t figure out what’s causing
this, can you help?
A. These faults are most likely being caused by water
penetration within the audio-visual control module.
First, check the instrument cluster and light switch for
connections and feeds. You should find that it’s the loss
of feed from the body control to the instrument cluster
that is creating the problem. This will have been caused
by water ingress into the audio-visual control module
which has damaged the printed circuit board.
Disconnect the AV control unit and you should find that
all tell-tale functions return to the instrument cluster
and function as normal, aside from radio operation.
The unit will need to be replaced and software
downloaded onto the unit, but the source of the water
ingress will need to be located and rectified before
fitting.

The RMI Technical Helpline is available to discuss, advise and support
technicians experiencing problem repairs, help with undocumented fault
codes or guide you through wiring diagrams. For more information, please
call the IGA member helpline on 0845 305 4230.

FIND THE

GOLDEN
BULB
IN!

100s of prizes to W

You could be a

lucky
winner!

We’ve hidden hundreds of golden tickets inside Ring
trade bulb boxes. Keep your eyes peeled for the chance
to win some fantastic prizes.

As well as this, visit the website
www.ring-rewards.com to enter the free prize
draw. You’ll be in with a chance to win £1,000
worth of Ring products!

TMD FRICTION TAKE SIX WORKSHOP CUSTOMERS
ON A 3-DAY TRIP TO GERMANY TO EXPERIENCE FIRSTHAND ITS ENGINEERING PROWESS, AUTOTECHNICIAN
TAGS ALONG FOR THE RIDE…
By Nicola St Clair
ATTENDING
WORKSHOPS:

Paul Mallett,
Denbury Diesels
Alan Petrie,
Alan Petrie Motors
Trevor West,
Westech
Mark Chard, Infinity
Automotive
Steve Barrett,
Roxby Road Garage
James Webb,
Wheelbase

Ten years ago, Pagid was relatively unknown in
the domestic market but is now a leading braking
brand in the UK. Part of TMD Friction, it has been
available in the UK exclusively through Euro Car
Parts since 2009 and last month, the company
flew six UK workshop customers over to Germany
to learn about the development and extensive
testing that goes into every Pagid brake pad.
Globally, TMD produce one million brake pads
each day, and friction products sold in the UK
are manufactured within European factories,
such as the Essen plant that we were shown,
which currently produces 40 million pads each
year. Output is planned to increase to 60 million,
once its Leverkusen plant is fully incorporated
into the Essen facility within the next 18 months.
The majority of R&D currently takes place at
Leverkusen, where we saw its multitude of dynos
running loaded, simulation driving conditions and
NVH noise testing.

SUPPLIER EVENT

Our German host for the trip was TMD’s Head
of Regional Marketing, Stephan Giesecke, who
was keen to show its UK customers the extent
of its manufacturing facilities, to understand the
quality processes involved so they can assure their
customers, having seen the proof, first-hand.
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“We are honoured to show them around our
German facilities and they’re always very reassured
when they see just how much effort actually goes
into creating each Pagid brake pad. No matter
autotechnician.co.uk

how long they have been in the business, they are
always surprised by the level of detail, ” explains
Stephan.
At the Essen factory, we are shown the nine
manufacturing lines at work, which run 24/7 apart
from Christmas Day and for one week in August.
The process is fully automated with a handful
of technicians to conduct 100% end-of-line
checks and random checks in-between – with
15,000 pads being produced each shift. There
are around 40-50 variations of friction material,
bespoke to the application, to suit the balance
of performance characteristics and cost. At the
start of the production line, an adhesive layer
is applied to the backing plate underlayer, the
friction ‘cake’ is then pressed onto it, and a powder
coating painting process is undertaken to prevent
corrosion. Anti-noise shims and chamfers, R90
markings and branding are finally added. From the
initial design concept to production takes three
years of development to find the right balance
between properties and performance across
temperature, noise, compression and shearing.
Before production begins, prototypes are put
through their paces on 33 dynos, running 24
hours a day, at both Essen and the Leverkusen
facility. TMD has made its own dynos to test for
Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH), corrosion
characteristics, high performance stress,
temperature and speed extremes, so the team
can spot any potential problems and alter them

before a prototype is created and taken
out on the test track.
The staff we encounter are passionate
about the role they play in the process
and this enthusiasm is contagious.
Once the factory tours are over, the
workshops are a little overwhelmed by
the meticulous attention to detail, but
genuinely impressed by what they have
seen. Our host Stephan and UK Key
Accounts Manager Phil Woodcock, are
keen to hear feedback.

now a public highway. For some, it was
the first time spent on the ‘wrong side of
the road’ and the experience lived up to
its reputation as an exhilarating and lifeaffirming route through the spectacular
Eifel forests.
Not for the faint-hearted, reaching 60mph
a couple of feet off the ground past sheer
drops, articulated lorries and motorbikes
warming up their tyres before taking to
the GP circuit… Terror aside, I cannot
recommend this experience enough.
Guests were then treated to dinner
at the AMG Lounge, sitting above the
pit lanes of the legendary ‘Green Hell’
circuit, before heading off to check out
the racing memorabilia displays and the
racing drivers' bar.

Trevor West, owner of
Westech in Basingstoke
said the trip was worth
taking a few days off
work for, saying: “The
factory tour really opened
my eyes to how good the
product is. The quality of the
brake pad is first class and I thought the
processes were explained in great detail
from start to finish. As a business, we have
been using Pagid parts for some time
and in my opinion, it’s the best in the
market… I also met some great people
and had a good few laughs!”

The workshop owners and
technicians who attended
the trip are all part of
Pagid’s Proud to Fit scheme.
TMD Friction invests heavily
into its R&D, manufacturing
and testing facilities to produce
high quality products and wants
this to be carried through to the end
customer, ensuring motorists have a
great experience when its parts are fitted.
The Proud to Fit scheme was created so
customers get the added confidence that
comes from visiting an approved garage,
fitting the parts in the recommended
fashion.

BRAKING DEVELOPMENT ON
THE TRACK
With business taken care of, it was time
to head to the Nürburgring circuit to
head out on a truly unique guided tour of
the 21km ‘Nordschleife’ in mini hot-rods.
We spent 1.5 hours on the former South
Loop of the Nurburgring circuit, which is

The following morning, the TMD Friction
team ramped up the adrenaline with
pro-driver rides in Porsche 911s for
three laps of the F1 track. The bucket list
experience was courtesy of Black-Falcon
Racing, major users of Pagid Racing high
performance pads.

PAGID’S PROUD TO FIT
SCHEME

Proud to Fit Pagid is an approval
programme promoting brake installers
across the UK who exceed Pagid’s service
expectations, and are listed on a ‘Find an
Installer’ page. If you are an installer or
workshop that uses Pagid, email info@
pagid.com your details, briefly describing

The workshops also have close
relationships with Euro Car Parts, with all
taking advantage of its Autofirst Network,
ECP CEO, Martin Gray, explains: “Autofirst
provides a unique business support package
which includes dynamic marketing, access
to an industry-leading garage management
system and unrivalled technical support.
Members also secure access to world-class
diagnostics training, as well as preferential
rates on an extensive range of IMI-accredited
technical training, embracing all levels from
apprentice to master technician.”
More about the advantages this scheme
has to offer in an upcoming Garage Visit
feature.

BEST BITS: Racing, or rather…
sensibly overtaking, fellow
hot rod-ders on the 21km
‘Nordschleife’
Talking shop with a great bunch
of workshops and braking experts
DON’T MENTION: The raw
minced pork starter or the amount
of crackling, cheese and ale
consumed
Thank you… to my fellow adventurers Paul
Mallett of Denbury Diesels, Alan Petrie of
Alan Petrie Motors, Trevor West at Westech,
Mark Chard at Infinity Automotive, Steve
Barrett of Roxby Road Garage, James Webb of
Wheelbase. To our TMD Friction hosts Stephan
Giesecke, Sylvie Layec, Phil Woodcock; Al Fox
at Fox Agency; Jason, Ehsan and Sarah at
Euro Car Parts and the experts at Essen and
Leverkusen.

Useful links:
http://pagid.com/pagid-pro
www.eifel.info/en/a-hotrod-citytour
www.black-falcon.de/en/events/
racetaxi-en

www.autofirstnetwork.com
autotechnician.co.uk

SUPPLIER EVENT

“Within TMD Friction, we want to make sure
that we deliver the same grade of quality
for every single one of the one million
pads that we produce each day. Every new
material we use goes through 1,000 hours
of dyno testing. If you wanted to pass the
that amount of time by watching football,
you would need to sit through 630 matches!
Then, each new pad drives around the world
eight times before hitting the shelf – that’s
188,000 miles of real-life on-road testing.
Again, these statistics always impress our
customers and they soon realise that
achieving our standard of quality
requires meticulous processes
and a lot of time”.

what makes you proud to fit Pagid brakes.
You could find your workshop being
the star of its next advert as it celebrates
the great garages involved through
promotional material.
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THE BABY BROTHER OF THE PORSCHE 911
GT3 COMES INTO ADS AUTOMOTIVE FOR
AN UPGRADE

PERFORMANCE UPGRADE

By David Massey, ADS Automotive
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This month’s article looks at the all-new
991.1 chassis Porsche 911 GTS, which is
equipped with the brand new 7-speed
gearbox. With a substantial choice of
different models to choose from, the GTS
could be dubbed as a poor man’s GT3
but with prices starting from £94K, I think
using ‘poor man’ is a very bad choice of
words indeed.
In fact, if you carefully examine the
specifications of the GTS what Porsche
have cleverly done is turned the track
monster GT3 into an everyday supercar
which, over the years, is exactly what
Porsche have become synonymous with.
The stock Porsche GT3 comes as standard
with 476 bhp and 460nm torque and
compared to GTS at 430 bhp and 460
nm torque, it’s very clear to see the GTS
pedigree.
So if you want to keep you fillings in your
teeth and fancy a 911 Carrera for everyday
use, the GTS is a clear winner in my book.
autotechnician.co.uk

This, and the fact the GT3’s are all sold
out and are fetching silly money secondhand.
The GTS comes with the 3.8 direct petrol
injected engine that derives from the GT3,
it has slightly less power but with what
we had planned, that would all change.
Porsche have done such a great job with
the GTS exhaust it almost seems a crime
to want to alter it, but not in this case.
When it comes to choosing an upgrade
for the GTS there’s only really one clear
choice in my opinion, Akrapovic! The guys
over at the Akrapovic factory have done
it again with their Slip-on system, which
boasts almost a 9Kg weight saving and a
whopping 35nm torque increase!
It’s a challenge to develop an aftermarket
exhaust for the great 911 but the
Akrapovic engineers have prepared a
superb system with a dual nature. By
using the optional Akrapovic sound kit,

the driver can fully control the exhaust
valves, which are controlled by the car’s
electronics if no optional part is used.
When the valves are closed, the 911
sounds deeper than stock, but not louder.
When the valves are open, expect the
complete opposite – a pure racing sound,
with adrenaline-pumping bangs. Keeping
the drone effect away was one of the
main tasks. The Slip-on is made of special
heat-resistant durable titanium alloy, with
computer-designed pre-mufflers, main
mufflers and pipes to deliver more power,
more torque, weight reduction and
improved throttle response.
Until you’ve actually heard this exhaust in
person with the valves open, no amount
of words can describe just how good
it sounds, smoker or non smoker when
you’ve heard it you will feel the need to
go outside for a cigarette, it that’s good.
Check out our FB live video here http://
bit.ly/Porsche7 and you’ll know what I
mean…

THE ICING ON THE CAKE
To complement this exhaust system,
we installed our own custom stage
1 software with some very nice little
finishing touches, such as over run pops
and bangs. With race mode selected in
the car, anything above 4,000 rpm on
over run will allow fuel to ignite down the
exhaust giving that lovely race car feel
and sound.
The software also boasts a very nice
power and torque improvement from
430 bhp and 440 nm up to 450 bhp and
460 nm torque, edging to within almost
touching distance of the mighty GT3!
Coupled with the exhaust and software
modification, as an everyday car the GTS
wins comfortably, not mentioning the
significant money saving.

Please don’t misunderstand what I’m
saying, the GT3 and GT3 RS will remain
the purest of 911’s on the market, but
they’re at home on a race circuit and offer
little in terms of refinement and comfort
for everyday use.
This 911 GTS has been dubbed by
its users as the best 911 to date for
everyday use and drivability, which offers
sublime comfort and useable supercar
performance you can enjoy without
being afraid of imminent death.
I’m fortunate to enjoy driving many
different cars, including some really tasty
high-performance cars and I can honestly
say I feel right at home driving the GTS
and with its fully switchable performance
modes and exhaust button, it has an
answer to every question.

Go FlaMelEss wiTh IndUctIon heAt!
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SUPPORTING EMPLOYEES
WHO ARE ALSO CARERS
By Zara Ross, Chief Executive at Ben
One in eight people in the UK (6.5 million)
are currently combining paid work with
unpaid caring responsibilities. Two thirds
of these people work full time, and one
third part time. By 2037, it is predicted
that there will be 9 million carers in the
country. A total of 625,000 people suffer
with mental and physical ill health as
a direct consequence of the stress and
physical demands of caring, so we felt
it was important to offer some insights
on how to support employees and
colleagues who are also carers.
Carers can be adults caring for other
adults, parents caring for their ill or
disabled children or young carers under
the age of 18 caring for a loved one.
Anyone could be a carer, or become one,
and there are a variety of different caring
situations; from children with ADHD
and young adults caring for parents
with addictions, right through to elderly
relatives who have a physical disability or
illness, like Alzheimer’s or dementia.
Some carers see themselves as a wife
or husband, mother or father, partner,
grandparent, child, friend or neighbour,
rather than a ‘carer’ and because of the
nature of the illness and relationship, a
care-giver may not be recognised as such
by the person they are providing care to.
THE DEMANDS ON A CARER

SUPPORT

Some carers are not willing to share
information about their caring
responsibilities at work, worrying that
their commitment to their job will be
questioned. Caring for someone can be
physically exhausting and emotionally
stressful, and often results in carers
feeling unsupported, isolated and alone.
These feelings can impact on a person’s
overall health and wellbeing, particularly
their mental health, which is likely to have
a knock-on effect on their ability to work.
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The stresses of full time work and then
going home to be a carer can take its toll,
so carers need regular respite to stay in
good health. Carers may have to get up
through the night to care for someone,
which can make them physically tired
and drained during working hours.

autotechnician.co.uk

BENEFITS OF SUPPORTING AN
EMPLOYEE WHO IS A CARER
There are many benefits to supporting an
employee who is also a care-giver. Good,
hard-working employees are an asset to
a company so retaining these people will
bring multiple business benefits.
By ensuring you look after your
employees in this way can improve
workplace morale and reduce stress and
sickness absence. Showing that you are
a flexible, caring employer is also good
for the reputation of your business and
can also attract staff, as well as retaining
existing staff. You can find out more
about the business case for supporting
carers in the workplace on the Carer
Positive www.carerpositive.org/businesscase.
HOW TO HELP SOMEONE WHO IS A
CARER
Carers are being increasingly recognised
as providing a valuable service, so it’s
important to understand what help is out
there to support your colleague in their
caring role.
• Listen and let them talk about their
situation, being sympathetic and
understanding.
• Offer flexible working patterns. By law,
an employee can now request flexible
working and they can submit one
request per year.
• Enable them to take emergency leave
at short notice, when needed.

• Encourage them to request a free
carer’s assessment with their local Adult
Social Care department at the local
authority – they may be entitled to a
carer’s allowance.
Employers have a responsibility to
support employees who are carers
by making flexible arrangements.
Find out more on www.nidirect.gov.
uk/information-and-services/caringsomeone/carers-and-employment.
HOW CAN BEN HELP?
We can support you as an employer and
directly support your employee who is a
carer. We can help offer respite to people
who are carers, so refer your employee to
us so we can support them.
If you need more information about how
we can help you to support your people
with a range of issues, visit www.ben.org.
uk/ben4business.
If you are a carer or a colleague of
somebody who is, you can ring Ben’s free,
confidential helpline on 08081 311 333 to
find out more.
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